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-During the last decade, home
tenting bills have become an
inereasing burden duerto rising
energy cos. ts Torssen this bur-

4den, millions of pmeowners have -
weatherized: they have caulked air
leaks, weatherstripped door's and

,windows, and insulated attics. By
%.> and large, these energy censerva-

tion efforts have been effective..
At Ow same time, efforts have

been made to use alternative .
sources of energy that could help
reduce the need fforoxpensive fuel
oil and natural gas. Most signifi-
cantly, so Sir energy applications
solar greenhouses, Tronibe walls,
additional south-facing glazing,
etc. haw (verged as cost -
effective aktnatives, and home-
owners everywhere have begun to
retrofit their homes with active
and passive solar heating.gystems.

This widespread interest in
energy conservation and solar
applications was reflected in the
U.S. Department of Energy Appr
priate Technology Small Grants
Program: almost 60 percent of the
projects were in these two tech ol-.

2 ow areas, or.in rvt-/41y cases,
combination of both. The experi-
ences of the grantees and others
have. led to at least one important
realization: There is a practical
limit to the amount of energy quit
can befsayed using conventional` -

home weatherization techniques
and solar heating systems as ap-
plied to existing housing. The
number of existing cre § and
avities and how wel hey are
detected and-filled ll limit the
amount that heating bills can be
reduced by weatherization. And
many existing buildings are un-
suited' to solar applications

because of shading,. orietttation,
'appearance, and storagb.

There is, however, an alterna-
tive iesponse to these limitations: le
rhajor energy con ervalion retrofit.
A major retrofit requires a signif-
icant commitment of time and
money, and this commitment must
be weighed agitinst the benefits
*gained (i.e.,' reduced heathy costs).
A major retrofit demands ajor
reconstruction of building:
including dding more depth (thick-
ness) to fhb walls and ceilings, and
enclosing the entire building enve-
lope in an airtight vapor barrier. A
major retrofit is certainly not the
energy-saving answer for every
house, butit does make sense for
the homeowner who is planning a
major rehabilitation/remodeling job
anyway.

-The strategies for accomplishing
a major energy-efficiency" retrofit
are relatively new and not always
familiar to architects and contrac-
torsthat do ihore conventional
remodeling. Adding a structural
ystem to accommodate large
mounts of insulation in the walls

and ceilings provokes a wide range
of tiuestions: How much and,what
kind of insulation should be
added? Where should the inside-
tion be addedon the inter or
the exterior? Whafproblems occur
in joining a vapor barrier between
the wall and the ceiling? HoW
much will the job cost?

MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
RETROFITS: A PLANNING GUIDE FOR
NORTHERN CLIMATES is intended
for /ftchitects, building and insula-
tion Ontractors, public housing

builder' ho have strong inter-
adminiVytors, and

a
skilled owner- .

inter-
est in moving beyond conventional'

\kt
Vl 'a
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weatherization practices. This
handbook is not intended \ s a con -1
struction manual. It does, {however,
present the information you will
need to plan the most con-effective
retrofit in a northern (Athlete
(7,000 degree days and aWre). The
planning strategy*Presentetnip- i
plies.tohouses in warmer climates
as-Well, but the alternative wall
strategies provided are designed
for more severe climates,

Chapter 1 providtis the informa-
tion necessary to help you decide
if a major energy retrofit is the
right approach to yourhotising
situation. Chaplet:44 helcts you
decide whether tp ketrofit the in-
side or the outside of the house
and it provides helpful solutions to
the potential problems one might
encounter once the location has Y -
been determined. Chapter 3 com-
pares the various wall, roof, and
floor retrofit strategies by cost'aud
insulative value per. square foot as
well ds pointing out irobleril s in-
herent in techniques for the exte-
rior and interior and for the
mosonry and the wood frame
structure.

Appendix A provides a step-by-
step procedure for calculating the
cost and Us-illative value per
square foth for an 8- foot -by -8 -foot
wall section and over 30 tables ".

that use this Procedure to show
how costs vary when different
materials and retrofit techniques
are used in the walls, roofs, and
floors. Appendix B provides sum-
maries of selective grant projects
related to energy conservation and
solar retrofits. Appendix C pro-
vides a list of sources for more
information on .energy conservation
retrofits.

stir
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There is a wide rang of options
available for retrofitting a house

1. to make it more energy efficient.4
They begin_ with filling any avail-,

'able space in the attic (except
vents) with insulation, and ct*i-
pleting standard weatherization
steps, like caulking sir leaks, and
adding storm windows. Such an
option might cost approximately*

.1 $2,000 foil an average-sized
house. On, the other end of the
spectrum is a -superinsulation ret-
rofit which requires major recon-
struction work beyond filling
existing wall and attic cavities.
This option requires a sizable in-
vestmentin some Cases, as
much as $20,000 (Figure 1.1)..

Because a major energy retrofit.
is a complex and bxpensive un-
.dertaking, a serious assessment
of the. benefits and liabilities must
be made. First, is the house appro-
priate for a major investment?
While it might be physically pos-
sible to retrofit any house, it is not
always a sound investment. -Does
the house need maim' remodeling
work in the'prAt place? Can the
owner afford 'the cost of the retro-
fi , and will this investment pay
T r itself in the long term through
I wer utility bills? What are the
projected energy - savings? What
tax ,credits are available for this
type of investment? These and
other important questions must be
answered before deciding on the
appropriate investment. In this
chapter 4he issues related' to
these qubstioa are- discussed
with an emphasis on jialping plan-
ners and owners weigh the retro-.
.fit options. .

What is a Major Energy
Retrofit? -

While thousands of .new, energy-
efficient superinsulated houses
have been built in the last decade,

CANADIAN RETROFIT:. Before e'r7d

These photps illustrate the minor
impact of a major exterior retrofit
on a home's appearance.. The ret-
rofit work cost approximately
$20,000, of which $7,000 can be
charged to general remodeling

After aa.
.

-work that was planned. The retro-
fit work hasp resulted in a $1055 a
year savings in electric bills. The
energy -eonseivalicm investment
will pay back in 111/4 years.

Photo edit: National Research IhstRute pf. Canada

sr

Before the Retrofit: 11-8 walls
R-15 ceilings

k A

Doub'e glaiing
Yearly electrical usage: 40,062 kWh

4

-

a.

there are millions of existing After the Eletrofti: R-48 walls
houses for which major energy rat,. ,o'

, 4 R-55 ceilings
rofit work could bene'fit their
owners with lower heating bills. in

-. . . i
lAi,t



contra9t to optimal weatherization expense of new framing, a vapor
which is limited by the size of The barrier and insulation is charged
existing wall cavity, a major energy against the retrofit while the new
retrofit involves adding new .mate- siding and roofing or interior fin-
rials to' the-existing envelope .4 the ishes, fixtures, wiring, and plumb-
house. The primary expenses of ing can be charged against the
this Work' are new framing, 'added standard rehabilitation. -In such
insulation, an air vapor barrier, cases the cos( of the energy con-

, and ne finish material. In m,ostservation part of time rehab could
cases, a major retrofit can be , be repaid in a reasonable time due
transformed into a superinsulation t41 sizable fuel savings. lf, on the
retrofit at little added cost. , other hand, the prospective house

HAvever, transforming an ener- , is hot in need of major interior or
gy glutton into an energy miser is. exterior work, the total cost of ma;
far more complicated than On- jor conservation work (new fram-
struvittg a new building to super- ing, insulation, a vapor barrier
insulation standards. Every exist - d new finish mitbrials) would
ins house is unique, with its Own set have to be asured against fuel

'of retrofit pro 'ems and solutions. savings an have a much longer:
Adapting su rinsulation building probably unreasonable, paybadk
technology th its, double tud- (Figure 1.2).
wall filled with great amounts o The cost effectiveriew of a ma-
sulation and sealed With an airtight jor retrofit is. measured by coni-
vapor barrier, ar smaller than con- paring the cost of the retrofit to the
ventional heating system, and a difference -tetween heating bills
heat ,recovery ventilating system before and after the retrofit.
(air-to-sir heat exohaiiger)to an 'Therefore, it will generally be a
existing house vides with each better investment to bring a com-
particular situation. 0 pletely unins4atod house ut) to

superinsulation standards than to
bring it conventionally insulated

Which Houses are house up to superinsulation stand-
. Appropriate for a ards. This is bitcause, while the

Major Retrofit? retrofit costs would be similar in
both- case (the only major differ-

The right house comes in many ence being higher insulation costs
adifferent forms. It could be house for the uninsulated house), the fuel

that' needs new siding (trick roofing savings would be much greater, in.-
or it could be one where the in- the first case.
terror needs to be "gutted" . and The., houses described in Figure
rebuilt with all new wiring and 1.3 demonstrate this point. In all
plumbing. In these cases the added cases, total floor area, the floor

I
plan, -the window configuration,
and the orientation are the same,
but (moll house has diffewit in-
sulation and air-tightness features.
House I is poorly. insulated and
perhaps in -need of major interior
rehabilitation and a new furnace.
House II is insulated to conven-
tional levels and does not need
rehabilitation or a new furryace.
House HI meeth superinpulaition
standards, the interior is in good
Condition, and eilectric baseboard
heating has been!' installed instead
of a gas furnace.

Given these hypothetical condi-
tions, it would cost-about $2,606 to
retrofit House 110 House II ievels
withot4,, fixing*Ire interior or re-
placing the' furnace. That work
would resit in annual heating bill
savings of $1,000, which means the
retrofit would pay for itselrin less
than 3 years, a. good investment.

ComparativMy, it would cost
over $13,000 to retrofit House II to
House Ill levels, and this work
would save only about $500 annu-
ally on heating bills. That would
not be a very good investment.
However, to retrofit Hciuse I do
Hotise III levels would cost about
$15,000 and would save 'about
$1,500 per year, a tnuch better in-
vestment. If the furnace and in-
terior wall finishes are replaced
as part, of an interior rehab, those
costs are not charged against the
retrofit, thereby reducing the pay-
back period oq the conservation
work.

Y-V3

01.111Ariit,41`.
17'7t

ITN

HOUSE I:

HOUSE II:

HOUSE HI:

HOUSE IV:

HOUSE V:

111. '4 itgi ilkS 'EU EC 7A1 ittalVA
''.1f4.;',190;;V Ef,;;"aZ 71,1 WARIDA liNCAZ.4

t.'014..rt 1?,35M-1 1r. C Y Ntts ti 4L,V. :c4L

kIel EX:UN 17.71 r.1777tY. 2;;tc...9,1TPA l,71r1

Good candidate for demolition, total cost of protect is prohibitive
Good candidate for exteror retrofit
Good candidate for interior retrofit
Marginal .candidate for exterior retrofit

'Y. ,

Poor candidate for revroft -

N

i

Flom 1.2' Factors determiniA suitability of Oahe for a major retrofit. 1
:

4
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Ceiling
Walls. above irade
Bas'ement walls
Floor

R-25 r
R -15

3
R- 2

1.

-
-0

.5

R-60
R-40
R -2 5

R-18`
2

. triple

Annual heating load (kWh)2
Annual heating 1,111(S)

76,421
1,7073

30,511
6823

5,145
1754

tyv , : '

Attic /ceiling retrofit
Main wall retrofit
easement wall re_ trofit

.
.

Floor retrofit
Storm windows
Caulking & weatherstrippiriga
High-R doors 4, i , -

Air-to-air heat exchanger .

New baseboard electric
Savings on new"turnace
Savings on sheetrock

,

.

, ,

500
1150

375
500

1900
2775
3700
2500

375
05

, 800
1300
400

06
07

2200
3350
3700
2500
700

05
800

1 300
400

.-29006
-30007

TOTALS I .2600

FIGURE 1.3 Cost comparisons on three retrofits.
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OtheisAdvantages to a
Mhjor Retrofit

The three-unit apartment in the
Montana retrofit example (spe
Sidebar) was an attractive can-
didate I'd a major energy retrofit,
both bocatisri it was in need of ri gut

'rehab (new wiring, plumbing,.heat-
nig plant, and interior walls), and
because of projected fuel savings
and _tax- credits. More homeowners
are turning to rehabilitation
because of:the high cost of new con-
struction, (liven a reasonably
sound structu% and a good arcti-
tectural plan fqr converting an old
structure into a rehalelitated one,
construction will sually cost sig-
nificantly less thok comparable
nee(' construction. Cost is part of
the reason. Forty-onr, billion dollars
was spent on housing.rehabilitation
in 1981, compared to $82 billion
spent on ,new construction. While
less than 2 million new homes are
built each year, large percentage
of the 80 million existing house-
holcrs will need repair .and thermal
upgrading in the near future:

'Besides cost advantages, rehabil-
itation creates more jolA per dollar
than n construction. A. U,S. De-
partmait of Commerce study in the
late 1970' showed that for $1 mil-
lion spent on construction, rehabili=
tation created_ 109 jobs while new
construction produced only 69.
Rehabilitation work is generally
more labor intensive, creating more
local jobs than new construction.

Rehabilitation also conserves a
hidden energy resource: .the build-
ings themselves. The energy tied up
in the existing structure (building
materials and labor) remains

A

bodied in the rehabilitated build-
ine. Thai energy is lost when the
existing building stock is destroyed.
It also requires legs energy to relia-
bilitat4 strictures than to build
comparable new buildings ,accord-
ing to a.1976 ERDA study arta a
1979 study by the Advisbry Council
on Historic Preservatidn.

Because of these rublic benefits,
and because rehabilitation helps
preser)e America's architectural
heritage; Congress enacted' a tax
incentive program to enourage de-
velopegs to rehabilitate. To be eligi-
ble for 25 percent tax credit: 1)
the building must be on the Na-
tional Register of Historic Places or
must contribute to an historic dis-,
trict that is on the. National Regis-
ter; 2) the .rehabilitation must meet
the Secretary of Interior's Stand-
ards for Rehabilitation (aimed at.
preserving the historiC character of
a building while allowing modifica-
tions to encourage its continued use
in today's economy); 3) the cost of
rehabilitation must be equal to or
gieater than the value of the build-
ing before rehabilitation; and 4) the
finished building must .produce in-
come. Obviously, this tax incentive
program is intended for historic
buildings. It is, however, applicable
to rental housing and many of the
retrofit strategies described in this
booklet can be applied to meet the
Secretary's standards. r

Even though the historic preser-
vation tax incentives are not avail-
ahl-g to owner-occatilints, energy
conAervation tax credits are avail-
4ible and the -other advantages .of
rehabilitation and retrofit still

, apply, Ma old houses can be eco-
nomically trofitted to heat for

In a Montana project, the grantee retrofitted an old
brick three-unit apartment. The smith -wall of the
building was transformed into a massive vented
Trombe wall at a cost of $6,000 and an extra $4,000
was spent on upgrading the insulation levels in the in-
teriOr walkand ceiling (sbe photo). After the project
was compleied, computer simulations were done to
compare a hypothetical superinsulation retrofit with
the existing solar work. The computer .analysis indi-
cated that the $6,000 spent on solar improvements
would have provided a much quicker paybackin fuel
savings had that money been invested in majoI con-

,. servation improvements.

6
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much less-than a conventional new
horNe. The energy retrofit can he
incorporated into an overall reha'
bilitation project S-o that th-d. total
construction cost will actually be
less then new construction. In this
-case, the:private homeowner can
live .in an energy-efficient house
with lirchitectural character, that
would not be affordable in today's
II ()IV home market,

The advantages of triajor energy
retrofit to homeowners, developers,
and to the public are great. All con-
servation, work reduces our de-
pendence on finite fuels for home
heating, reduces the outflow of

sh from the local community for
tune heating fuel, al* reduces the

owners' income devoted to heating
bills. Retrofitting low-income haus-
ing.also reduces tax-supported sub-
sidies for emergency home hoping
assistance.'

In summary, the task of perform-
ing a major energy conservation
retrofit is not easy or cheap, but it
can pay for itself when properly
analyzed. and planned. One can
easily compute the least expensive
retrofkoption fora particular wall,
but that wall is only part of the puz-
zle which includes door and Ado-
dow openings, interior partitions,
existing use prperns and architec-.,
tural features. There are also
'tradeoffs ketweeri optimum conser-
vation, measures and conflicting
homeowner asires. These trade-.
offs vary from house to house and
with each owner. Before planning a
retrofit or choosing an appropriate
strategy, 'carefully evaluate your
houtSe and its potential -as a can-
didate for a major energy conserva-
tion -retrofit.

rmed with informdtion from this experie e, the
architect who workold pn the projedt went ion to
design a major conservation retrofit of a three-unit
apartment building in Butte, MT.

Built in 1905, the apartment is part of National
Historic Landmark District. The building had been va-:
cant for several years when it was purchased by the -
current owner. It was structurally sound and had sig-
nificant architectural character, but was in need- of
major interior rehabilitation. Historic energy con--
sumption figures updated to current prices showed
that the uninsulated building, if occupied, would have,
cost about $5,000 a year to heat. (Butte has 9,700

,
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Before the Retrofit:

After the Retrofit:
4.

This passive solar/conservation retrofit' by a DOE
grantee in Montana demonStrated the value of invest-

-) ing in a conservation retrofit rather than in a passisze
ar retrofit.

43`

Because of the architectural character of this
building (top) and becaVse major interior rehabilita-
tion was required, an interior retrofit was selected.
The retrofit construction was done in conjunction
with a gut rehab (bottom).

0

Il

41.
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heating -degree days,) .14 had leaky doors sand win-
claws, no insulation, and i an inefficient boiler (6n-
weed from coal to gas. P '

The (Aviier first determined that it ,woOld be o-
music to rehabilitate this building 'ancl.that in doing so
a major thermtl retrofit' would rapidly p for..itself.
`rho cost of standard rehab work was estim*ci at ".
$83,000 and for an additional $27,Q[10 a sul5erin-
stalation..retrofit could be completed (that 'included
cost of installing R--45 attic insulation,.R-37.wall in-
sulation, an airtight vapor barrier, trip,10:glazt.40.1,,7and.
air-to-air heat exchangers). Computer shictula00.0's in-
dicated a .projected minter heating bill of. about $800
a savings of 4,4,200 per dear at current fuetprice'S. In
this car, a major in conservation looked.
like a good investment (re photon

There were several other advantages- in, this partic-
ular case. FirstAthe-total cost of the' projea was about

' ;#

8
0

(__r

,ot

of

. . .

$i2 i'/'mutp.e foot;-.4thstantially les's than .new,constrnc-
tik Sec end; t1* bUilding contribUted to an
Piistoric 'District 'and lio6ausq. the rehabilitation work
diet curtain historic-1' .preservatiop,: &trdards, t)e

:bwnat: was entitled..10 a fader'al Income tax' credit,
equal-to 25 'percent Ofthe.coSt of rehalfilitation. Final-:
ly, the ownets protitImargia shOuld increase over the
year'S bacons:a the. owner pays the utility bills. Gen-..
erally, rept ingreaseSy' are. based 00- 'increases in
opeikating costs (c,ompriSM priMarily of taxes and
utilities). As fuel 'costs' rise steeply, ,in ..x:onventional
rental pNpertiei; ris 9: Theowner of this
retrofit pioject, however. will Kable to -C'olle0 those

.Iiigher_,rents and pay.,:; back the retrofit ,,,iinvektment
scant .ecauSe he utility .costs remain lower
than tho§e 'of co entiorial rental properties, allowing'

.4he owndr to Tea e.alarge4rpfit.
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EXTER19Ik
RETROFIT?

To plan. an effeetilittnajor'
fit, the desigiter inikst first &icicle
where it will take date -- inside or
outside' the building (Figure 'li);
Two major chlostions must be' an-
swami' to choose between an into-

. rior and -exterior retrofit:
11. ,either the interior or .exte-

or il trtajoi "rehabilita-
I thin ?
.,2) EpS t house have special

elethents ...that need to be pto-
-. served?

Closely examine the exterior and
interior of thq house and consider
all possibilities 'before choosing the
rrctfit location. Determine if
either side of the perimeter walls
need major work,' If the exterior
siding -is deteriorating ,and needs
replaceinent, it may not makceens,e-
to plan th6 major,energir retrofit in-
side the house,' By the same token, if
the house'interior is- in need of ma-

, jor work - 'remodeling a kychen'' or
hhthroorn or' completely rehabili-
hiting the interior including nm
wiring and plumbingit probably
wouldn't pay to add air insulated
wall to the exterior.

In Minneapolis, Minnesota, the
designer of a majofl energy conser
vation retrofit project igno this
fultriamental planning step causing
the 'work to be more expo ive than
necessary. The ho4ses roposed
for rehabilitation needed new ex-
terior siding. Despite this ,fact, the

, designer planned the retrofit on the
interior. The designer failed to an-
ticipate the additional labor cons
related/to fitting the new vapor bar-
rier around interior partitions and

'floor jdists. It became: apparent.
after the first several houses were
retrofilipl tlfat an exterior retrofit

%.

6C11014isagieiPX4110.7/A0iiinit-14,1
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FOtnts 2.1 Exterior andintertor retrofits.

would -have been more cost effec-
tive in this -case:

The other preliminary planning
step is to be aware of any special
architectural details that are worth
preserving. Often these appear on
the building exterior, as was the
case with grantee retrofits in Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island and Connec-
ticut. When special details appear
on the exterior, the designer should
either consider an interior retrofit
-Or should remove the decorative
Matures and reapply or replicate
them after an exterior retrofit. For
example, a grantee in Maryland
chose to retrofit the interior of an
old stone mill in order to impsoye its
heating performance, witltidt-Zde-
stroying the historic character of
the building. There are other cases
where the owner. Wants to retain
special interior featuresan or-
nate fireplace, a hand-tooled stair-
case or a molded plaster ceiling.
This.is relatively ,ollsy if an exterior
retrofit .15 planned but wilt require
special- attention or an interior
retrofit. Paying atntion to archi-
tectural details can ma* the dif-

ferencp between an acceptable and
unacceptable retrofit.

Another important deration
is whether the house be'oceu-
pied during the retrofit. There
should,be little inconitence to the

,occupants with an exterior retrofit,
whereas an interior retrofit in-
volves demolition and construction-
that would 13e difficylk, with the
building occupied. It 'Wit be pos-
sible to work on one room at a time,
bu this technique it generally more
co tly i d the construction mess is
stil unaidable (Figure 2.2).

,here will be beide-offs to make
whether you work inside or outside .
the hotise. You will probably need

. one overall strategy and a number
of specialty strategies to deal" with
problem areas or obstacles, In fact,
yowl may -want to combine interior
and exterior strategies to meet
your particular needs. There may
be situations where all the insula-
iion work is done on the exterior
with the exception of the basement
where it is less costly to work Inside
rather than excavating around the
basement wall to insulate. How-

9
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FIGURE 2.2 A grantee in Pennsylvania
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on an egterior retrofit of this *storic structure so that the byilding tenants
. Photo creklit: nodule Press.
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ever, combining, inferior and exte'
rior strategies can cause complica-
tions when it comes to joining the
-vapor balTiers,through the existing
perimeter walls, floors and ceilings
of the house (Figure 2.3).

A grantee in Philfidelphia retro-
fitted an old brick rowhotise using
both exterior and interior -strate-
gies. In this instance, a new stud-
walk was filled with fiberglass on
the front interior of the building
and the rear exterior was furred-
out, insulated with a rigid foam and
finished with stucco. Because the
grantee did not install a continuous
vapor barrier; there is a greater
potential for degradation of the in-
sulation material due to moisture
condensation within the wall.

Labor and material costs, and-
long-terM performance, of the retro-
fit will be. affected by the designer's
decon -to work inside or outside,

10

EXTERIQR

r RETROFIT'
CONSIDERATIONS
An exterior retrofit usually is in-

stalled. in four baiid steps: 1) the
vapor barrier is wrapped around
the entire existing exterior and
sealed at all joints and,f3penings; 2)
the new framing is applied over the
new vapor barrier and .fastened to
the existing house; 3).-t1 re1?nsulation
is installed within the nevi framing;
a 4) the,- exterior finish Aiterial
is' pplied (Figure 2.3). Beettuse_the

.e rior of a house. is usually Inore
freli of obstacles to these steps, the
exterior retrofit is usually siniplet..
and less expensive than the -interior
retrofit.

HOWeVer, there are sa number of
deft* that can cause diffictilty

and extra expense (Figure,-2.4).
These roblem areagan usually
tie idetifified by examinim struc-
tural systems, exhting ' exterior
finishes, vapor 'barriers; exterior
obstacles, and .door and Window
openings.

Structural Systems

The existing structural system of
a house will generally fall into two
categories: wood 'frame .systems
which provide a cavity which may
be filled with insulatibn and to
which' new materials can easily be

t---nailed or screwed, and masonry
systems which don't provide a cav-

'try which can be (easily) filled and
_to which it is relatively difficult to
nail or screw new materials.

Wood frame .struttures offer the
most .flexibility in an exterior, retro-
fit. For masonry 'systems, the de-

OP
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-KEY TO EXTRIOR ROOF AND CURTAIN WALL
RETROFITS JOINED TO INTERIOR BASEMENT RETROFIT

I. New shingles and new decking
2.'New 2x6 rafters set on sleepers
3. New 2x10 sleepers set on existing roof
4. 2x1t) brackets holding sleepers in place
5. 1/4"x12" plywood walking strips beneath brackets to protect

polyethylene t
'6. Polyethylene vapor barrier laid over existing deck after old

roofing Is removed.
7. Minimum 1" air Space between insulation and new decking
8. Ridge vent
9. 31/2" fiberglass bans betwien rafters

10. 91/2" fiberglass batty between sleepers
II. Soffit vents
14.Old eaves cut back
13. Existing roof and ceiling construction
14. Wall vapor barrier sealed to roof vapor barrier
15. New exterior siding
I fip uilding paper or infiltration barrier (but not vapor barrier).
17: Curtain wall framing
18. Space behind framing 4t-

-19. Wall vapor barrier sealed to foundation
20. Ledger plate
2 Quarter rdund
22. Protective sheathing
23. Extruded polystyrene
24. Insulated existing wall cavity
25. Insulated floor cavity
26. Rigid (extruded polystyrene or foil-laced isocyanurate) blocking
27. Basement wall vapor barrier sealed to joists and blocking
28. Basement wall retrofit framing
29. New insulated cavity
30. Foundation wall
31. Moisture barrier from grad clOwn to and along floor .
32. New wall finish
33. New flooring and sub -fib
34. New floor,vapor barrier
35. Sleepers

.36. New insulated cavity

FIGURE 2.3 Exterior roof and curtain wall retrofits joined to an interior basement retrofit.
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FIGURE 2.4 Problem areas - Exterior retrofit.

signer may avoid attaching new
framing directly to the masonry by
either supporting,, a kaming system
frpm: the top and bottom of thil
walls or gluing a rigid/ insulation
system directly to the masonry. Ap-.
plying one of several new framing
systems is usually the easiest and
least expensive approach (Figures..
2.5a and 2.5b).

One exterior framing method is
the strapping kem. The builder
'attaches alterkete layers of ver-
tical and horizontal framing to the
original wall to achieve the desired
wall thickness. The strapping ,s s-
tem is easier for the ownerbuil er
because each piece of fraMing is
cut as it is' fitted into place, but this
system wastes time and materials if
the (oh is done . by a skilled
carpenter.

12

The curtain wall system' coots
less in time and materials
2,54 It has a single outside%frare-
ing layer attached at its top 80
bottom without any intervening
layers of framing. The curtain wall\
requires more skill to erect because
all dimensions at the corners Aind
aropnd openings must be c4Vu
lated and assembled frith the train-
ing on the ground.' When it iqifted
into place, all new corners' and
openings must align with the exist-
ing ones.

The Larsen truss system may re-
quire even less materials and labor.
Because the Larsen truss-lis at-
tached directly to the wall, rather
than being supported at the top
and/or bottom of the wallf it re-
quires some sophisticated engi-
neering to be certain that the ply-

wood gussets will support the
weight of the new siding.

Existing Fini$11

Deteriorated exterior siding
should be removed, so the new
framing or insulation, can be at-
tached to a solid surface. lf, how-
ever, the 'exterior finish is stir in
good shape, then' three additional
questions should* be asked: 1) Can
the.existing siding' be reused? 2) If
left in place, will the siding punc-
ture holes in thi), new vapor barrier
because of an uneven or rough sur-
face? 3) Can the retrofit framing be
easily attached to the exterior with
the existing siding left in place?

For an exterior iittofit, the en-
tire house is usually first wrapped
in .a 8-mil polyethylene vapor bar-

V



rier.'While this material is relative-
ly strong, it is not meant to with-
stand continual movement over

'abrasive surfaces like , stucco oh
masonry. (Even though the vapor
barrier will be sandwiched) within
the wall, changing wind conditions
will cal& some areas of the vapor
b rier to "pump" or move within
th wall, wearing bolos in the mate-
ria l Also, certatn exterior siding
materials have sharp corners that
may puncture :.the vapor barrier.

. Therefore, yoli:must plan to either
remove or cover all abrasive or
sharp exteriRr surfaces, including
roof shingles.1

The Vapor Barrier
The vapoik barrier is an essen-

tial part of a major met*/ retro-
fit: it reduceic air infiltration and
inhibits the condensation of mots-
lure within the new wall cavity. A
Maryland grantee who experi-
mented with a low-cost insulated
concrete wall stressed the impor-
tance of a vapor barrier on .newly
insulated exterior walls. As a
general rule cold climines,
there should bes\t least twice the
amount of insulation (as mehstired
inti4.4iolue) on the 'outside or cold
side of the vapor tiarrier as there .#
is on the inside or arm side of
the vapor sbarrier order to
avoid condensation hin the
wall.

If the existing house wa has
any insulation in it, you need to
add at least twice that amount of
new insulation outside of the new
vapor barrier. Any existing vapor
barrier may be ignored in an ex-
terior retrofit since the new vapor
barrier should be. tighter and
therefore will be the major bar-
rier 'to both air infiltration and
vapor movement.

In an ideal exterior retrofit, the_
vapor barrier is wrapped over the
outside of the existing roof. How-
ever, because adding another roof
structure may cost as much as&
three times more than blowing the
att with loose fill insulation, it

ay seem logical toaopt for the
I expensive approich. It may
be tempting to combine an inte-
rior attic retrofit with an exteriol'
wall retrofit. But the problem with
this approach is that the ceiling
vapor barrier, if installed, will be-

'Curtaio"Wall

. Ledger Plate

Ledger Plate

Ftouitic 2.0a Three exterior retrofit framing inathoda..
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!IGURE 2.5c Insulation techniques or a 71/2-Inc curtain wall retrofit.

separated -froth the wall vapor
harrier by the existing structure
(top plate, ceiling joists, rafters,
soffits, etc.). It takes a great deal
of effort to join the two vapor bar-
riers and in attics with low pitch
roofs, it may be nearly impossible.

If you insulatethe attic interior,
you may install 'the vapor barrier
above the ceiling joists, but it is
difficult t9.do so without, tearing
the\ polyethylene '(Figure 2.6a). In
fact. in many houses with roof,
trusses, it may be practically im-
possible to install a continuous
vapor barrier in 'the attic.
Ahother option is to install the
vapor barrier under the 'existing
ceiling and cover it with a new
ceiling finish (Figure 2.6b). This
ceiling ,vapor barrier must be
sealed across the top plite to the
wall vapor barrier awl, sealed
across any interior parfitions that
meet <lhe ceiling (see section on
interior retrofits): This second ap-
proach requires substantial in-
terior construction, creating a
mess normally avoided with an
exterior retrofit. Finally, you can
insulate the attic without install-
ing a ceiling vapor barrier (Figure_
2.6c). This , method requires that

you seal every crack visible along
all'top plates and that the attic/be
very dell vented: As a matter of
convenience, this method is some-
times employed, but it may not
provide optimum results.

It is very important to seal all I
joists and cracks between the
walls and the attic in an exterior
retrofit. Wall cavities provide an
easy channel for warm air to es -'
cape from the house to the vented
attic, thus reducing the effective-
ness of insulation.,

Special ObstOcles

Obstacles to an effective exterior
retrofit' are either institutiorwl or
physical. Institutional obstacles in-
clude either "set-back" ordinances,
that ieguldte how close a wall may
come to a property boundary, or
building and zoning codes that
specify the use of particular ex-
terior building materials. These in-
stitutional barriers to a major-
energy retrofit can usually be over:
come either through compliance or
by seeking a variance.

physical obstacles can be
grouped in several categories: 1)
adjoining spaces thAlt will not be

retrofitted, such as garages Ad
porches; 2) _adjoining strucares,
that interfere with exterior work,
such as dewalks, stoqps and
driveways; 3) utility hookups,
meters, hosebibp, etc.; and 4) deco-
rative elements or exterior trim
around doors, windows, and eaves.
These obstacles can prevent the
simple wrapping of the existing
exterior with a continuous vapor
barrier and insulation. None of
them necessarily 'cause problems,
but they need to he anticipated in
advance to permit an accurate esti-
mate of labor .and materials costs
needed tb overcome them. \1/4

There is one other kind of physi-
cal obstacle that needs special at-
tention: fireplace chimneys. Chttn-.
neys-constitute a critical part of the
retrofit for two reasons: 1) they are
uslly built of masonry, making
th excellent heat conductors and
a source of significant heat loss;
end 2) operable fireplaces in air-
tight houses can-he a major source
of infiltration and indoor air
p011ution. ,

The best solution to this-problem
is to `make the fireplace inoperable.
Then the chimney, can be removed,
above the roof line and the entire
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A. Vapor Barrier Laid -Over
Fiber Board And Ceiling
Joists. Permimete4 ,
Sealed With Spray .

Polyurethani Foam

N

masonry mass Can be .more easily
insulated and sealed.

WindoN and 000.1 Openings

Since exterior retrofit tech-
hiques are similar to conventional
framing, they yield a conventional
rough window opening. How that
rough opening is finished is depend-
ent on three factors: 1) Will the
existing -doors and windoWg be re-
used or will they be replaced? 2) Is
the existing 'trim worth saving? 3)
How will eke new vapor libarridr
and window sill be sealed to the ex-
isting window opening to achieve
air-, moisture- and weatheritight
seals?

The condition of the existing win-
dows should determine whether
they are used or replaced. How
many layers of glazing do they
hue? Can they be made to fit
reasonably tight? Are the sash and
other window components sound
enough to merit keeping them? If
existing windows are used, the, win-
dow openings will be relatively
deep and exterior extender jambs
need to be installed Storm win-
dows will probably be needed to
increase the R-value of existing
windows. If new window units are
installed, they can be mounted in
the other portion of the rough open-
ing. With new windows, interior
jamb extenders must be add id to
match existing interior fi nishes
(Figure 2.7).

Deciding howl() finish and trim
around the windows i simply k a
matter of taste. More iffiportant is
the seal between the vapOr barrier
and the window opening (Figure
2.7). There are a variety of window
configurations that might be en,
countered in retrofitting an old
house, but in all cases the impor
tant steps when finishing window
openings are to: 1) atop infiltration
around the window unit;,2) design
the newl so that water drains
away froth. the window opening; <

and ;) heal all exterior joints with r
caulk to Itefip moisture and air out
of the wall. A poor seal around the

. exterior window frames coupled
with the absence of a vapor barrier
dramatically reduced the effective
ness of conservation work done,by
a 4antee in Nebraska.

B. Vapor Barrier Installed I:
Beneath Existing Ceiling,
Top Plates. Sealed With
Spray Polyurethane
Foam

A

C. No Ceiling Vapor
Barrier, Top Plates.
Sealed 1j11th Extruded
'Polystyrene

FIGURE 2.6 Exterior wall retrofit with an interior attic retrofit.
Oa

A
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can be especially .critical in houses
INTERIOR

_

with limited interior space for the

RETROFIT
ONSIDERATIONS The-Vopor Barrier

Compared to an exterior retrofit, First consider the existing vapor
an interior retrofit will likely pre- barrier. If there is one, it will
sent a much larger list of details or

retrofit.

obstacles that must be ocldressed
(Figure 2.8). If a typical gut rehab is
planped inside, then many potential
problems will be eliminated. With a
gut rehab, all the walls and ceilings
are stripped and often all nonstruc-
tural room partitions are removed.
Since all new electrical and plumb-
ing. systems and walls an ceiling
finish material are installed, it will
be somewhat easier to plan for new
insulation and the vapor barrier' in-
stallation. However, if less than a
gut rehab is planned, then the exist-
ing interior finish, structural
system, wiring, plumbing, and fix-
hires must be carefully analyzed.

After all the necessary interior
clInnolition is complete, an interior
retrofit is usually installed in four
basic steps (note how their order
differs from an exterior retrofit): 1)
the now interior framing is applied
around the perimeter of the house;
2) the insulation is installed; 3) the
vapor barrier is applied and sealed
at all joints and openings; and 4) th0
new interior finish is applied (Fig-
ure 2.9a and 2.9b).

The Interior Finish

Some wall finishes, such as wood
paneling, may be carefully removed
and reapplied later. When replac-
ing a wall 'finish, joints between old
finishes on interior partitions..and
new. finiMies on perimeter walls;
ceilings and floors, could iiresent
problems. For example, it is more
difficult to join a new sheetrobk
wall to an old lath en¢ plaster wall

. than it is to integrate a new sheet-
rock wall into an existing sheetrock
wall.

The Structural System

A wood frame wall provides a
convenient cavity for insulation,
while solid Masonry construction
doesn't. Because of this, a masonry
building volt' require a larger in-
terior wall cavity to achieve the
same insulative value as an- ex-
isting frame wall cavity. This factor

_.-

'almost certainly be in the wrong
place (that is, on the cold side of the
new wall) after the retrofit' There"
fore, any existing vapor barrier
should be perforated with large
holes every 12 inches in both
horizontal and vertical directions
tO destroy its effectiveness. Vapor

Old Style Window New Style Window Window Replaced
Left In Place ., Left in Place And Relocated In

New Rough Opening
FIGURE 2.7 Options for exterior retrofits around window openings.
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KEY TO INTERIOR RETROFIT' WITH VAPOR BARRIER
DIRECTLY BEHIND SHEETROCK .

eVall vapor barrier

II. Existing shingles 18. w wall finish
2. Existing roof decking
3. Existing rafters
4. Baffle to prevent loose
5. Loose fill insulation
6. Etistineceiling joists

Existing.,ceiling finish
8. Ceiling yap& barrier
9. New-celling finish

JO. Soffit vent
I I . -Existing siding
12. Existing sheathing
13. Existing stud cavity filled with nsulation
14. Existing wall finish

...

19. 2x2 stops to which tilt-up wall Panels are sealed

N
(Refer to drawing ofilit-up 2x4 framing).;. '

fill insulation iron", blocking vent path --,k- O. Existing floor and sub-floor 7

, t C
(

'2 . Existing fl r joists

I Cavity betwlen old wail finish and new studs with instta0n
e:I New stud cavity filled with Insulation

2 . Saw ke ed with spray Oblyurethart foam to seal be een
floor an oor

23. Rigid (e uded polystyrene or MW -faced isocyanurate) blocking
sealed betweerefoists

24:0Ia ceiling ctit back
-jdrirbtelling nailec

26. New stud wall with top tiatelfgaltist upper floor
N. New floor
28..Wloor vapor baffler
29.43itt insulation between joists
30'. Clawl space

FIGURE 2.9a Interior retrofit with vapor barrier plookl directly behind the sheiftrock,
rA
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IL KEY TO INTERIOR RETROFIT USING
TILT-UP 2x4 FRAMING

2

1.kxisting shirtgle
. Existing roof d

3. Existing rafters
4. Baffle to prevent loo'se
5.Loose fill insulation

Existing ceiling joists
7. Visting ceiling finish 6

8. cilirrg vapor barrier
9. New ceiling finish

10. Soffit vent
I I. Existing siding

so

fill insulation from blocking vent path

12. Existing shepthing. .
13. Existing stud cavity filled with insulation
I4. Existing wall finish
15. Cavity brtween pld wall finish and new studs with insulation
16. New stud cavity filled with insulation .

17. Wall vapor bArriell§
18. New wall finish
19. 2x2 stops to which tilt-up wall panels are sealed
20. Existing floor and sub-fIctor
24. Existing floor joists
22. Saw kerf filled with spray polyurethane foam to seal between

floor and sub-floor
23. Rigid lextrubed polystyrene or foil-faced isocyanuratej blocking

sealed between joists
24. Old ceiling cut back
25.12x2 &fling nailer
26. New stud wall with p plate against upper floor
27. New floor ,

28, FIO vapor barrier
,29, Bait insulation between. joists
30.Crawl space

. w. .
FIGURE 2.9b Interior retrofit using tilt-up '.2 teinch framing. Vapor$borrier behind new studs is sealed to neighboring
panels (sides) and to 2 X 2-inch stops (top and tit sill'

4.
'I
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perimeter walls can limit the depth
of an added wall c vity. There are
three possible optio for the
signer whin obstacles erior
space: 1) accept the loss of space
for added insulation; 2) accept a
lower R-valut; or 3) accept the cost
of more expensive insulation mate-
rials that provide a higher R-value/
inch (rigid insulationfpanels).

Other obstacles like cupboards
and counters can be removed and
reinstalled or replaced in order to
attach The Vor barrier behind
them; howevcir, stairs are much
more difficult and expensive to
work around. Ideally, , the stairs
would be removed while the. insu-

barriers include both polyethylene
film and "accidental" vapor bar-
riers, such as many layers of oil-
base paint. If a cold side vapor bar-
rier is pot effectively destroyed,
there is a strong Iikdlihood that
water va r will condense against
it, leadin to degradation of the in-
sulation and eventually to rot with-
in the wall structure.

) 1pstalling a new vapor barrier on
the house interior creates problems
wheiever the perimeter walls ate_
interrupted by theceiling, floor or
interior partitiohi: The accompany-
ing illustration shows one tech-
nique of installing the 9vapor bar-
rier around existing partitions and
joists in typical situations (Figure
2.10).'

I

lation and vapor barrier are fitted
along the wall (Figure 2.11): This,
technique is costly unless the stairs
need replacement anyway. A more
realistic alternative is to leave the
stairs in place and seal the vapor
barrier to the stairs. While the task
of sealing the yap& barrier to
every tread and riser will be time
consuming, this technique will be
less expensive than rebuilding the
stairs.
Wiring and Plumbing

As mentioned, if a gut rehab is
planned, the plumbing and wiring

Special Obstacles

A major obstacle to an interior
retrofit can be space limitations.
Sometimes this obstacle is institu-
tional. HUD Minimum Property
Standards specify minimum room
widths and ceiling heights. Other
times, the ob les are practical.
For example, a 12-foot wide dining
room may feel adequate, while an
11loot dining doom feels cramped.
Stairs and corridors adjacent to

should not ke'a problem since they
will Probably be replaced anyway.
However, with a partial rebid),
both must be closely examined to
eliminate problems. 'Freezing pipes
may be a problem if original plumb-
ing is left outside the new insula-
tion. Also, plumbing fixtures may
have to be relocated to make room
for new insulation and thit may be
costly.

Old electrical wiring presents a
different kind of probleht Original
electrical systems arfi often not
sized to accommodate modein elec-
trical needs. The old "knob and
tube" wiring, common before 1930,
is generally safe as installed, but
when it is improperly spliced, it can
overheat'(Figure 2.12). This 'heat is
usually -releueld without a problem
in an uninsuiabot wall cavity. But
once the wire is surrounded by in-
sulation, the temperature of the
wire may teach- the kindling tem-
perature of surrounding materials
and a fire is possible. This problem
is aggravated in modern house
holds that overload tbe circpits
with too many-tippliances.

All wiring must be close ex-
amined and inspected by loca elec-
trical inspectOrs, prior to a retrofit,

CEILING

Vapor Barrier Sealed To Studs And
Blocking With Continuous Bead Of
Acoustical Sealant

Extruded Polystyrene Blocking
Fitted And Sealed Between Studs

Nailer

Install Blocking Same
As With CAling

Vapor Barrier Sealed
To Blocking ---

VI Inch Sheetrock Frieze
Applied Over Opening

Original Lath And Plaster
Cut Brkc)k

move Baseboard And
tilBack Lath And Piaster

As Necessary

Re-Install Original
Baseboard

FLOOR

Fir!! 2.10 Details showing tow vapor barrier is installed to bridge partitions.

Install Horizontal 2x4 Blocking At 24 Inches O.C.

Nall New Stud To Blocking

Cut Lath And Plaster Back To First Stud

Location Of Old Partition
End Stud

stall New Sheetrock Flush With Existing Plastr

Vapor Barrier Runs Continuously Pist Partition

2x4 Horizontal Blocking At
24 Inches O.C.

New Interior Wall Framing
2x4 Studs At 24 Inches 0.C.-

20 23

First Stud To Which
4-Partition Plaster Is Cut

Back
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fit
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3

(

FIGURE 2.11 Installation of vapor barrier at stairway. (Underside view of itairway is4hown)

particularly if you plan to leave ex-
isting wiring in place. Even rela-
tively new wiring in the outside
walls may 'have to be replaced
the o*tra lengths . of ,wire left in

electrical boxes in the witlicpre not,
long enough to reach the new boxes
after the walls have been retro-
fitted, Also, when planning the In-
stallation of new wirhIg (such as for

cable TV or extension phones),
avoid puncturing the vapor .barrier
with electrical switches, fixtures,
and outlets whenever possible. Ob-
vioUsly, there will have to be at

21,
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least one Lilac where the wi
passes th gh the vapor-barrier.
Plan all of the wiring ahead of time
so that all possible penetrations
can be confined to one location
which can then be easily sealed.
Furthermore, the house, should be
pre-wired for telephone and cable
TV. so those services can run
through a planned and sealed pene-
tration. You don't want to build an
airtight house ,only to have, the
phone installer come and poke
holes in it. ..

Fireplaces
A fireplade along a perimeter or

outside wall can cause more prob-
lems in an interior retrofit than in
an exterior retrofit. Since a fire!
Mate linigirt be a major (design ele-
ment, the owner may be reluctent
to cooer and insulate this part of
the wall. But in order to achieve a
they sally efficien interior retrofit,
the 'replace sh ld be insulated
and sealed off an inadeinoperable
to prevent infiltration and loss of
heat through an open flue. One pos-

jiibi solution to this problem is an
itxterior retrofit" of the fireplace

and chimney mass. Keep in mind.
that operating 'a 'fireplace in a tight-
ly sealed house can create indoor
air pollution problems, presenting
another reason for making the fire-.
place at wood stove inoperable.
DoorsTid Windows

Occasionally a door or window
opening will be -so close to the
corner of an adjoining wall that
adding en interior -wall would

the existing door or ndow (Figu
significantly narrow) the width

(Figure
2:13)., This sihiation forces the
designer to limit thq thickness of
the new wall and insulation or ,.to
use high-R rigid insulation to
achieve a higher insulation level
'kith less loss of space. The same

in-
terior partitions t tersect the
problem occurs it in in-

perimeter wall..
FiniShing door and window open-

ings is more difficult when the
walls are insulated with rigid
panels. Because rigid insulation is

'applied without framing; there is no
surface on which to attach the
jamb extenders or window trim.
Therefore, either framing must bit
added around doors and windows
or more complicated jamb extend;
ers mat be assembled Tigure 2,14,

.*. .

2.15 and 2.16). If no vapor barrier
film is being installed, as is the case
with the polyurethane /sheet rock
laminate, all joints between sills,
jamb extenders, trim and neighbor,
ing panels must be whll ca ed:

OTHER
IMPORTANT

CONSIDERATIONS
IN A MAJOR

ENERGY RETROFIT

There are several other factors
that should not be forgotten' when
planning a retrofit. These do not in-
fluence the choice different
strategies but are ally impor-
tant to the overall, success of the
projgct..Some factors apply specifi-
cally, to a superinsulation retrofit.

Interior Combustion Devices

Combustion devices ought to be
avoided in an airtight house. That
means all gas or oil stoves, water
heaters, furnaces, and boilers
shodld either be replaced by elec-
trical devices or, following the ad-
vice of an Ohio grantee, separated
from the living space by an airtight
enclosure vented to the outstde.
This also means that the occupants
of P superinsillated house should

. tvoid the use of fireplaces or wood
stoves because of possible indoor
air quality problems. For more in-
formatiop, see the DOE publication
entitled' "Introducing Supplemental
Combustion Air to Gas-Fired Home .

Appliances," available from your
state energy office, the National
Center for Appropriate Technology
and U.S. Government Printing Of-
fice bookstores. 4

Akr-to-Air Heat Exchangers

An airtight, house needs a mech-
anical means of exhausting stale in-
door air and of supplying fresh air.

-Air-to-air' heat exchangers are de-
Signed to do just that while reclaim"
ing the heat in'the exhaust air. The
complete retrofit strategy must in-
cltide a ventilation system to ensure

regular exchange of air. The in-
stalled air-to-air heat exchanger
ought to lie equipped with a defrost

cycle and a range of controls that
can" effectively serve the entire
house. For more information on this
subject, see the DOE publication

,entitled "Heat Recovery-Ventila-
.tion Systems for Energy-Efficient
Houses," available from your state
energy office, the National Center
for Appropriate Technology or
U.S. Government Printing. Office
bookstores.

Attic Wetting

Whethpr fin interior or an ex-
terior retrofit .is ,planned, proper
rod venting needs to be designed.
Even if a vapor barrier has been in-
stalled kikeep interior moisture out
of the attic space, there Is a possi-
bility Aoisture from outside
sonrces (humid. air, roof leaks,.
blowing snow) occurring in the at:
tic or under the, roof deck. If the air
underneath .the roof reaches the.-
dew point, -condensation.can occur,
causing potential moisture .,iprobk
lems within the structure. For more
informatiqn, see the DOE publics;
tion, "Moisture and Home- Energy
Conservation: Hoy to Detect, Solve
and AvOid Related Problems,"..
available from your state 'energy of-
fice,' the -National Center for Appro-

ate Technology oftU.S. GoVern-
ent Printing Office bookstores.
If the insulation is installed

above 41e ceiling; as many grantecis
did, v'mitilate the attic space with a
'combination of . soffit,- gable end,
ridge and roof vents. Use the. ac-
cepted attic vent sizing for your
partiCular climate. If the insulation
is installed under the roof deck; be
certain that a minimum of one inch
of air space is maintained between

.the roof ,decking and the insulation.
"This air space needs to be ,vented.
Proper venting prevents- condense-

'don and prolongs the life of the
roofing by keeping it cool. in the
summer.

Cutting Buck Pcirtitions1Ceilings.

Most retrofit manuals recom-
Mend carefully. cutting back the
finish surface on partitions 'and
ceilings so that the vapor barrier
.for an interior retrofit .Can be in-
stall-ed. This tedious mitt's* and re-
installating of finish ematerial is
very 'Iltne-consuming and costly:
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A

Typical Wall
At 8 Ft. High

9-

jamb Extender

ing

Pre-Ins ed
Vapor er'
Using A uble-
Back Fold At

.Corners L

Extender jamb-
-Fraining Unit
(See Detail Below)

2x4 Studs At
24 inches O.C.

IF

Maintain Stripit Nailers
Or 24 Inch Centers 'For
Easy Installation Of
Sheetrock

Wall Vapor Barrier
Sealed To Pre-
Installed Vapor
Barrier Flap

New $heetrock

New Ot Existing
Case Trim

Pre- Assembled
Framing Unit:

2x3 Framing

Pre-Installed Vapor
Barrier Flap

MIR MV., 1.111 a.?WV t/ .

0

Existing.
Casing k.

1/4 Inch Re veal Allows
Easier Accuracy
(Apply Sealant At
This Point)

jamb Extender
111

Pre-Assembled Extender Iamb Unit With Vapor

FIGURE 2.14 Extra frig Is required around window owning& when rigid instilO tion is used.
%

Barrier In Place

S.

One shotild carefully thecost
of cutting-back against e cost of

. stripping entire walls and ceilings,.
and applying all new finish Mate-
rials. Often the latter approach will

24

cost less end will p
satisfactory result.

Windows
Little specific attention

r

uce a more windows in this hiniAbook, but they
shbuld not be ignored in any energy
retrofit. Triple glazing is recom-
mended in most climates. An fl

is. paid to linois grantee recommends quadru7



pie glazini in 'very cold climates.
The exists 8 window system must
be analyzed to arrive at the . best
strategy Nto).) reducing heat loss
through windows. How many lay-
er's of glazing are currently in
place?. Are the materials of which
the windows)are.built sound or rea-
sonably repairable? Are the win-.

dows airtight or can tip be made
airtight with moderate effort? Are
the windows on the east, west and
north sides of the house properly
sized with respect -to heat gain,
heat loss, daylighting and ventila-
tion requirements, view, Oki arai-
toctural style?

There are several" options for im-
proving the energy efficiency of
windows that were explored by
I)OP, grantees. They Can be re-1,a.

paired and supplemental layers Of
glazing installed as needed. They
can be replaced with a new win-
doW system.
can be covered, filled with insula--
tion, and finished in manner ap-
propriate to the style ana,m is
of the house. Movable i lation
can be added; however, it is gener-
ally quite expensive. For more in-
formation on this subject, see the
DOE publication, "Window Insula-
tion: How to Sort Out the Options,"
available fronr your state energy of-
fice, the National Center for Appro-
priate Technology or U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office bookstores.

9"
Doors should also be upgraded.

'Foam-core days are available with
higher Itivalues. Good _weather-
stripping is also essential to reduce-
infiltration

will
doors. An air-

lock entry will reduce heat loss and
could be added if the existing house
plan can accommodate this feature
at a reasonable cost. However, the
benefits generally do not merit the
construction of a completely new
space for the 'airlock entry.

Using Either Scheme And Either Product. All Points Between Sheets Are Sealed
And All Wall Surfaces And Case Trim Is Painted With Vapor Barri& Paint.

Insulwall or Thermawall

Case Trim Glued To Sheetrock. Nailed And Sealed
To The lamb EAtender

Iamb Extender Secured With Counter-Sunk
Woodscrew

Sealed joint

Existing Casing

Insulwal or Thermawall

Case Trim Glued To Sheetrock, Nailed And Sealed
To The lamb Extender

PreAssembled Shaped lamb Extender. Nailed To
ExiSting Casing

FIGURE 2.15,.jaMb extenders need to be s aced when using rigid insulation.

Sheetrock With
Corner Bead

2x2 Nailer

Trim

L
Ar

Vapor Barrier Installed Using A Double-I:tack
Fold And Sealed To Existing Casing

uarter Round

% 4471/2 In. Wootd Jamb Sheetrod Surround
Exyetider And Trim And Corner Bead.

FIGURE 2.16 -Options for finishing window,openings when using a new 7-inch frame
and fiberglass retrofit struts

14,

25
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By this . stage in the planning
process, you should have answers

. -to the following three questions:
1. Is your house suited for a ma-

jor energy retrofit?
retrofit work occur

on the inside or outside of the
house?

( 3. What special problems do you
face in retrofitting your par-

. ticular house?
Once these questions have been

answered, the next step is to deter-
mine which particular retrofit

. strategy .bes1 fits , your needs and
pocketbook. Before you cdn Make
this decision, you need to ansvrer
one very important question: How
much insulation is necessary in
your climate to achieve the desired

, reduction in infiltrative and con-
ductive heat losses? Optimum in-
sulation levels for a particular
climate can be obtainek by first

J performing heat loss calculations
for your building envelope and then
making these same calculations
assufning the addition of insulation
and a vapors 4:11111161. Start at a
superinsulated R-value and work
down until you arrive at an annual
heating load that is acceptable. The
amount of insulation you add will
vary with the severity of your
climate. and youi retrofit budget.

Generally accepted supe ula-
tion standards for houses in real
with 7,000-9,000 'degree days t to-
day's fuel prices are as foil ws:
R-20 under the floor, R-25 in the
walls below grade, R-40 in e
walls above grade, and -R--60 in t
attic. Houses in the 5,000-7,
degree day zone need less insul
tion and houses in the above. 9,
degree day zone require more insu-
lation to meet superinsulation-
standards (Figure 3.1).

For climate zones with less than
5,000 heating degree days, the pic-
ture is more complex because ener-
gy costs are more evenly divided
between heating and cooling (in the
deep South, energy costs are dom-.

26

inatod by cooling). Vapor barrier
placement becomes tricky in south-
ern climates as more insulation 'is
added. Standard practice dictates
that the vapor barrier should
always be on the warm side of the
wall to prevent moisture problems.
In the South, the warm side is on
the inside surface during winter
arid on the outside in the'summer if
the house is cooled. This is not a
problem in the arid Southwest, but
in the hot, humid Southeast con-
densation problems could occur in
air-conditiontd houses with .an
properly lOcated vapor' barrier. The
problem Tay also occur in some
Mid-Atlantic states and in the
lower Midwest. The strategies in
this handbook are designed for only
northern tier states where conden-
sation problems in walls derive
mainly from moisture moving from
the inside,out. Houses in the SoOth-
east can be made more energy effi-
cient, but the techniques to accom-
plish this are different from those
described here.

This chapter presents and com-
pares a wide range of retrofit op-
tions for walls, attics aLJd below:
grade areas. to help designers and
owner-builders choose and develop
an ideal strategy within budget
constraints. The major emphasis
here is on all strategies since that
part of the building is easiest to
compare by cost and by potential
advantages and disadvantages.
The discussion on wall strategies is
divided between exterior and in-
terior walls, with masonry and
wood frame walls examined sepa-
rately because construction tech-
niques and materials differ for the
two structural types.

The wall strategy chosen must be
part of a larger strategy that in-
cludes floors, ceilings, windows,
oor openings; partitions, and
tairs. All these elements must be
tegrated into the final retrofit

s rategy to make the project a
a ccess.

Each of the wall, attic and floor
sections referred. to in this chapter
are described in detail in a series of
tables in Appendix A. The tables in-
clude detailed materials lists, cal-
culations of composite R-values and
construction costs, and a costly
square foot ($/R-iq.ft.) figure for
each strategy. Fjorvilas' are in-
cluded to help you make similar cal-
culations for any wall, roof and
floor you might consider.

For your reference in reviewing
the schematics' presented in
Chapter -3, Figures .3.2 and 3.3 pre-
sent' eight representative wall sec-
tions that depict the various build-
ing materials used in repolit and
describe the graphic syrnbols used
to illustrate thee materials.

EXTERIOR WALL
RETROFITS

, ,
A variety of exterior wall retrofit

strategies are preented here; some
are for a masonr structure, others
are designed for a wood frame
building. They all vary in the con-

figuration and type of materials
used, the tr#/12.,-sq.ft., and the result-
ing thermal characteristics of the
new wall. The following discussion
is intended to illustrate the dif-
ferences and help you weigh The at-
tributes of various insulation prod-
ucts andAnstall.ation techniques it
choosing1h0,8trategy most appro-
priate for, your particular house.

Masonry

The masonry wall does not have
a cavity to fill with insulation and it
is relativelN difficult to attach fram-
ing to it. The primary decision
when working on a masonry wall is
whether to construct an insulated
frame wall over masonry wall
or apply rigid insulation directly to
it. Cost is the most important differ.
ence between these two tech
niques. Many rigid insulation prod-,

29
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Flouts 3.1. Generally accepted insulation levelsfor'sui)erinsulatiort amstruction.

ucts are applied with adhesive,
reinforcement and a sticco-like
inish, eliminating some of the cost-

'. y labcir connected with applying a
'finished surface to an his late
frame wall. These" products are

1.1','-'47:24,

generally available in a variety of
thicknesses ranging from 1 to 8
inches. Although labor costs for
building either a curtain wall or at-
taching a strapping system are gen-
erally higher than gluing rigid in-

.

.30

sulgitn to the wall, the total cost of
th latter is usually higher because
of the high materials cost.,

Rigid- insulation does, however,
have certain important gclvantages
over fiberglass insulation. It doesn't

27
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EXTERIOR WALL INSULATION RETROFIT OPTIONS
: Exterior Retrofit Of Masonry Walls

E.F. :.Ekterior Retrofit Of (Frame Wall

Fiberglass Batt
Insulation

Vapor Barrier

Cavity Filled
With Blown
Cellulose

iN

I I
Curtain'
,Framing = Existing

Makonry
Wall

Cavity Filled
With Blown
Cellulose

4 In. Dryvit®
Exterior ,
Insulation

7. Inch
Curtain
Framing

Existing Wook
Frame Wall

System

FIGURE 3.2 Exterior wall insulation reiref1t options, These four exterior wall sections show representative insulation

materials and framing techniques used in the following discussion. These same architectural materials symbols appear
throughout the text. I

lose R-value in high winds; fiber-
glass does (the effective R-value of
fiberglass decr4st as wind
passes thrinigh gaps in the siding
unless an infiltration barrier, inktr\
not a spor barrier, is 'used bec
tween thel-siding and the insula-
tion). Also replicating existing
masonry 'features - corbel
arched openings---0 possible using
polystyreneir gild is boverect With e.

. ,

stucco-like h. The major draw-
back to *IS em is that it can
only be applied to sound, unpainted
masonry or stucco. If the masonry
is crumbly or the surface is uneven
or, painted, the wall must first be
covered with waterproof sheetrock

, _The two 'walls shown demon-
strate the cost advantage gained by
increasing the thickness of rigid 'in-
sulation (Figure 3.4). A 4-inch.appli-

28 ,

cation of the insulation in E.M.1.
yields an R-19 wall at $.341R-sq.fte,
while an 8-inch wall in Elvi.2 yields
an R-35, wall at a cost of only
$.20/R-sq.ft. The cost of materials
increases, while the cost of labor
remains about the same.

Two strappkng systems of differ.
ent depths aiW also illustrated (Fig-
ure 3.5). E.M.4 has three layers of
2 X 4 framing filled with fiberglass,

31.
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;//' 9 bringing it to R-34 at a cost of only
$.18/R-sq.ft. The two curtain walls
shown are of the same depths as
the two strapping walls but are less
expensive because of both labor
and materials savings (Figure 3.6).
The curtain wall strategy in E.M.6
provides an R-35 wail at .a cost of
only 11.16/R-IN.ft. -Reinember,
though, that strapping may be
easier to install for the owner-,

builder. -

All of these masonry Wall retrofit
exampkw include 'a stucco
stucco-like finish. Bear in mind that
virtually any kind of .finish is possi-
ble on these retrofits, depending on
owner preference and pocketbook.
Even a brick.HVeneer. is possible, pro-
vided that the new framing is
strong enotigho support such a"
finish.

Wood Frame

Wood frame wells may be.eipitert-
to retrofit because the new framing
can be nailed or screwed directly
into the existing wood frame. The
'existing cavity may be blown full of
cellulose or other loose fill insula-.
tion without having to patch any of
the holes since they will be covered
by the new wall. Therefore, enough
holes can be drilled to make certain
that every .cavity _is completely
filled.

If the existing cavity is insulated .

like E.F.1, then the curtain wall
need only be 7 inches in depth to*
achieve a Itigic-R wall of R-38 al a
cost of $.131R -sq.ft. (Figure 3.7). A
similar R-value could be achieved
at a sl y lower cost by building
an 11-in curtain wall and leaving
the exist' g cavity unfilled (E.F.2).
Howev the added wall thickness
may pu e outside wall too close
to an existing property line. It may
also make the window openings ap-
pear too deep if thr3 existing Win-
dows are used.

The Larsen truss system also
leaves a large cavity for fiberglass
insulation. The two Larsen truss
walls shown (E.F.3 and 4) don't dif-
fer 'much in either cost or It -value
whether the existing cavity is filled
or left empty (Figure 3.8.).

E.F.5 reaches R-26 at a cost of
$.17/R-sq.ft., demonstrating that a
large share of e curtain wall
.costs are fixed rdless of depth
of the retrofit re 3.91. Once
'those fixed costs are inclined In a

4

INTERIOR WALL INSULATION RETROFIT OPTIONS
1.M. Interior Retrofit Of Masonry Walls
1.F..: Interior Retrofit Of Frame Walls

Fiberglass Batt
Insulation

'Vapor Barrier

Cavity Filled
With Blown
Cellulose

Existing
Masonry
wall

Existing Wood.-
Frame Wall .

Cavity Filleq
With Blown
Cellulose

Polyurethane/
Sheetrock
Laminate
Instilation
Board

FlOwt9 3.9 Interior wall insulation retrofit options. These
four'interior wan sections show representative insulation
materials and framing techniques used in the Plowing
discussion. These same architectural-materials symbols ap-
pear throughout the text.

i
major retrofit, you should seriously
consider adding the extra depth
necessary to bring the retrofit up to
superinsulation levels for cold
climates: Adding the ;:fiberglass: 'in-
sulation. to raise the 0-value from
28 to 37 -, would cost less than
$500.00 '40r i3O,00 square feet 'of
wall retroflt,,

For comparison, 2 ekes of poly-
styrene rigid. foam ulation is
added to the outside in

,.niaking an ,R-34 ,superie-
sulnted will at about $.14/R1q.ft.
(P 34. `Rigid insulation is

useful OW exterior retrofits where
space limitations are a factor. You
might Want to use it to 'insulate the
wall n the house and kite ga-
'rage, ou can't sacrifice garage
space.

Und aloe circumstances,
taro free leither sta
2 X 4 framing or e tarsen truss) is
thi::most cost-effective exterior ret-
rofit Strategy: 'This of fraining
is 'generally stra tfOrward, el-,
thoilghjohlts thtnew
andilliTer parts of e building can
complicate the johthese joints be.

:29



E.M.1.
Masotiry wall, 4" exterlor-
finished polystyrene
R -19
$.34/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.4 4

E.M. 3.
Masonry wall, 7"
strapping
.R -25
$.22 /R /sq.ft.

Fig. 3.5

E.M.Z.
Masonry wall, 8" exterior-
finished polystyrene
it-55
$.20/Risq.ft.

E. .4.
Masonry wall. 101/2"
strapping
R-34
$. 1 8/Risq.ft.

ween wall and attic/ceiling/roof
and the perimeter/basement/crawl
space need to be tightly sealede(see
Chapter 2). * .

INTERIOR WALL
RETROFITS

Generally, these interior retrofit
options cost less than the exterior
retrofits as measured lby $/R-sqft,
That is because the cost Of labor
end materials for sheetrock is
much less than-for Eder* tiding.

30
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However, this cost comparison can-
not account for,Problems caused by
obstacles. Exterior retrofit is usual-
ly 'relatively 'free Of obstacles, while
interior flOOrs, partitions,
stairs, cupboards Will pro14ably
present problems Vvhen- installing
the 'Vat* ,barrier and ininilation,,.
The one exception to this rule is the
gut ..ithab. in which all inteAor
partitions are.. removed. In !Ws:
case, each 1081 pr floor may
WrePPed in its own vapor barrier..
inakinetabor" coats comparable to
those Ofxtn. exterior :retrofit:

Space rather than cost is often
deciding factor in choosing the
most apptopriate strategy. The
cheapest and easiest meth& of
achieving a high R -w,all is usually to
frame an additional wall cavity and
fill it with fiberglass. However,
where interior space is at a pre-

,
!ninth and a high R-value well is the
objective, the techniques using
rigid insulation panels are more
appropriate.

.24 .
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Masonry

Since the masonry wall does not
provide a Wall .cavity to fill with in-
sulation, if generally requires a
greater sacrifice of interior - space
to achieve an R-value comparable
to a wood frame wall. The alterna-
tive is to use a more expensive high-
R rigid insulation.

The high-R i)olytirethane/insula-
liMinate' panels' aEiVa space

and reance labor costs becauie the
insulation -and wall finish are in-
stalled in one step. liowevea, every
Joint betWeen '.panel edges and -4
other plates, openings, floor, ceil-
ing, etc. must be caulked.Ondow
trim anil baseboards are diMult to
nail to the new wall arrigid insula-
tion since there is no framint
Another flisa. dvantage is that there.
is no cavity for the plumbing
wiring.
Installation of the polyurethane/
sheetroick laminate (LW) is cheap-
er than installing foil-faspd. iso-1
cyanurate foam and , .sliectrock
(I.M.2) due ,to the reduced labor
costa of the one-step installation
(Figure 3.10).

The third rigid insulation 'system
shoWn (polystyrene panels, 'I.M.3)
compares favorably in price to a
frame wall with fiberglass, al-
though that,,price doesn't include
the extra coat of framing:4E1Q
surface to attach window Jamb
tenders and trim (Figs 3.10). Note'
also that polystyrene is thiCker per
R than polyurethane and isocyanu-
ratalbani.

Tea three waifs` shown in Figure
3. empploy sta'Odani framing tea-
,quea. Neither kM:4 or I.M.5 take

advatifage of the .cavity that rela-
Oily high *at framing can pro-
vide. In contrast, 1.M.8'`'creatos an
11 -inch- cavity and takes advantage
of the relatiVely low cost of -.fiber-
Vass insulation. 1.M.6 yieldi an

,....



E.114.5
Masonry wall, 7"
curtain wall
R -2'5
$:2 I /R/sq.ft:

Fig. 3.8

E.F.I.
Frame wall. 7" curtain
wall, filled existing cavity
R-38'
$.1 3/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.7

E.114.6.
- Masonry wall, I 1"

curtain wall
R-3 5
$. 1 6/R/sq.ft.

E.F.2.
Frame wall, I 1 curtain
wall, unfilled cavity
-R-37
$.1 2/R/sq.ft.

R-38 wall .(superinsulatidn level in
cold climates) at. a cost of only
$.10/R-sql.t. This strategy does,
however, forfeit more interior
space,

Wood Frame

There are two basic systems ap-
plied to an interior wood frame
retrofitrigid insulation and, aA
framed wall filled with 'fiberglatis,
There are, however, numerous var..
iations depending upon the spec*

insulation material and the amount
applied.

Walls I.F.1-3 all use rigid insula-
tion; they vary in insulation thick-
ness, application technique and
cost (Figure 3.12).. The advantages
and disadvantaAL of IF,1, the
polyuretharte/sheiiirock laminate,
remain the same: low labor costs;
preblems with vapor barrier instal-
ation and high Materials cost. All

three alternatives are appropriate
for cool climates (5,000 to 7,000 de-,
gree days).

.1 -;1`.!4z;,..4.. .

Walt' I.F.4 employs frame and
fiberglass.- to achieve similar
R-values to I.F.1-3 but at a higher
cost because of the labor involved
in framing (Figure 3.13). lly adding
only -2 inches of rigid foam insula-
tion to you can !achieve a
superinsulated wall for cold
climates- (7,000 to 9,000. delft*
days) at X cost equivalent to a
frame arid fiberglass wall.

Walls I.F,5-10 employ some form
of framing and fiberglass ball in-
stallation (Figure 3.14). The largest
single cost of these walls is the
labor for framing. Superinsulation
levels for cold climates are reached
in Walls I.F.6-10, for an' average of
$.10/R-sq.ft., a little lees than the
rigid insulation"strategies.

'The R-51 wall`" in I.E.7 forfeits
considerable space and this much
insulation is probably not currently
necessary In the continental United
States. (Parts of Canada and Alas-
ka may benefit from this R-value
and rising fuel costs could make it
cost effective in bother parts .qf the
northern tier of the United States.)

The primary difference among
I.F.8-10 is the size of the new wall
cavity and the use of the existing
wall cavity (Figure 3.14). The
strategy for I.F.7 avoids the cost of
cutting into the existing cavity to
blow in insulatOn and builds a new
11-inch wall cavity, sacrificing
usablkinterior space.

I.F.9 is similar to I.F.6 'except
that all the fiberglass insulation is
installed in one step using
7-1/2-inch baits, leaving an unin-
sulated ,cavity behind each 'new,
stud. If is important to fill all parts
of a wall cavity to eliminate convec- r
lion loops through unfilled cavities
that increase heat loss. In .I.F.5 the
balls are 'installed. in two steps:
3-1/2-inch batts installed hortzpn-
tally between-the existing wall end
the new.studs, and then 3-1/2-inch
balls Installed vertically between
the new studs. Note that even
thbugh the lahor for insulating I.F.9
is lower, the :total R-value:. of the
wall is loWer and theg/R-isq.ft. is
higber.

With the existing wall
finish is'xemoved and the cavity is
filled with fiberglass insulation
plor to the construction of the new
framing. If an .interior rdrofit is
pianned with a minimum of interior
dernolltiOn; 'or if the existing in-

V.;

1 ,
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tenor walls pose a demo tio Pr91)-
lern, then it pays to blow their
isting cavity full of cellulose OJT).
But, if a gut rehab _is planneds_it
would pay to strip the perimetei
walls and install fiberglass as illus-
trated in I.F.10.

While the frame and batt walls
(InK6-40) generally v.provide a
greater ll-value at a' lower, -price,
there is a rigid insulation Arch
provides comparable thermal bene-
fits at 8.similar price.

Wall I.F.13 is . comprised of 3
inches Of polyurethane laminate
and an beixisting cavity filled \ with
cellulose, It uses Very little sOace,
yet reaches R-40 at a aostlff onlyr,

,.$.67/R-sq.ft. (Figure 3.15). 7

E.F.S.
Frame wall, 7" curtain
wall, unfilled cavity
R-26
$.17/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.9

E.Fp3.
Frame all; '7" Larsen
Truss, fi xisting cavity
R-38
$. I 3/R/sq.ft.

3.8

E.F.6.
Frame wall, 7" curtain
wall plus 2" polys ens,
unfilled existing ca ty
R-34
$.14/R/sq.

0

E.F.4.
Frame wall, 11" Larsen
Truss, unfilled cavity
R-37 ,

$.11/R/sq.ft.

E.F.7.
Frame wall, 7" curtain
wall plus 1 Nil-faced
isocyanurate, uhfllled
cavity
R-34
$.15/R/sq.ft.

THE
ATM/CEILING/
ROOF RETROFIT

Since heat passes up through tit
top of the, building More tea*
than out through the walls, the .roof
and ceiling 'must alsO fie carefully
considered if the fit is to- be'
successful. More insule nshould

be installed in the attic or roof than
in the walls., Since warm air rises
and mayleals out the top of the
house, it is critical to make the Joint
between the ceiling or 'of and the
walls as airtight as possible.

Attic.

attic -space is easily filled with
loose-fill insulation, a common ap.
proich used by a number of poE
grantees. lloth Attics 1 and Z retro-
at strategies demonstrate how in-
expensively euperinsulation levels
can be reached using bloWn instals-
tion -'(Figure 3.16). Note that bOth
examples show* continuous vapor
barrier appliOd between the. Witt-
ing Ceiling and the' new sheitroak



LAC I :4
Masonry wall, 3"
sheOttock/polyurethane
laminate
R-26
909/Rgq.ft.

Fig. 9.10

I.M.4.
Masonry wall, interior
frame and 31/2" fiberglass
bait
R -14
$.26/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.11 A

$

S1.141.2.
Masonry wall,,23/43'., foil-
faced isocyanurate
p-25
$. I 6/1i/sq.ft.

I

I.M.5.
Masonry, wall, interior
frame and 7" fiberglass.
bast
R'25
$, 1 4/R/sq.ft.

10* 3
0 4

Magonry wall, 6"
expanded polystyre
Rr28
$.12/R/sq.ft.

Masonry wall, interior
frame 1" fiberglass
tar&
$.

finish that can easily be sealed to
cleats an airtight joint between the
Walls and the ceiling. The attic ret-
rofit strategies illustrated here are
generally easier than the- ekterior
roof retrofit. Be certain the ceiling
can support the extra insulation.

Ceiling
If the ceiling is actually the

. underside of the roof deck, with the

rafters exposed, such as Ceiling 1,
then the simplest strategy is to add
fiberglass between the rafters and
cover them with. a -new vapor bate
Her and sheetrock finish (Figure
3.17). Ceiling 1 costs-$.15/R-sq.ft. to
achieve an 11-4-141,. which is com-
pletely' inadequate in northern
climatee.

There Are, however, two tech-
niques for building up extra insula-

Zy4;,gyp

Jr: !' 7111

lion in a' house without a ceiling
space: adding '1001:1-R rigid insula-
tion or adding another layer of

fills the ,cavity with fiber-
framing ceiling 2

glass betWeen e rafters and then
attaches .3 Inches of the polyure-
thanelsheetrock laminate to the
underside of the raftirs. It achieves
R-35 at a cost of $30R-sq.ft.,
which is still less than superinsula-

0

.34
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.1

1.F.1.
Frame wall, 11"
sheetrock./Polyurethane
laminate, filled existing
cavity
R -27 tq

$.09/R/sq.it.
Fig. 3.12

tion levels for cold climates, but an
adequate retrofit,' if headroom is
limited. I

, When headroom permits, a sus-
pended framework for insulation
and a new ceiling is the ideal solu-
tion. Ceiling 3 provides 'a strategy
for arrivin0 at an R-52 ceiling at a
cost of $.07/R-sq.ft. Another advan-
tage of this strategy is that the ceil-
ing vapor barrier is relatively easy,
to join to the wall vapor barrier.

Roof

Ideally, one would wrap the
vapor barrier and insulation right
over the roof, sealing the roof to the
walls, making a.,yery air-tight
house. An R-80 roof Ntrofit would
cost $.11/R-sq.ft., while filling the

tic with loose-fill insulation to an
R-60 level would only cost $.04/
R-sq.ft. The difficulty with this less
expensive approach is: that the
vapor barrier installation .is more
difficult. A new vapor barrier can

'fbe applied continuously beneath
the existing ceiling, sealed to the
wall vapor barrier and then CQV-
ered with new sheetmck. However,
this causes a ',construction mess
usually avoided with an exterior
retrofit.

Roof 1 shows an ideal exterior
roof retrofit (Nape 3.18). The
vapor barrier is laid over the exist-
ing roof and ieelecl to the wall

.

I.F.Z.
-Frame wall, 3" expanded
polystyrtne, filled existing
cavity "N,
R-29
$.1 I /R/sq.ft.

11,

LF.4.
Frame sxall, interior frame
and 31/2" fiberglasitatt,
filled existing cavity .

R -2 7
$. 1 4/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.13

I.F.3.
Frame wall, I foil-faced
isocyanurate, filled
existing cavity
R-2 5
$.1 2/R/sq.ft.

I.F.S.
Elame,wall, interior frame
and 31/2" fiberglass bait,
plus 3" expanded
polystyrene, filled existing
cavity,
R-40
$.1 2/R/sq.ft.

i_i THE PERIMETER/vapor barrier. Then a new frame
constructed on top of the roof. Die ,

new foible creates a cavity bribe BASEMENT/CRAWL
filled with fiberglass and a surface 'c

from which to attach the new roof SPACE RETROFIT
deck This strategy yields R-55 at lo
cost of $.11/R-sq.ft. Be certain that; The bottom of the house is
tilt) existing roof stricture can sup- 9;perhaps the most difficult area
port the retrofit. If in doubt, consult ilyOut which to generalize. Some
a structural engineer, houses

which
basements, others

.4



I.F.6.
Frame wall, interior frame
and 7" fiberglass batt,
filled existing cavity
R-38.
$.1 1 /R/sq.ft. .

Fig. 3.14

I.F.7.
Frame wall, interior frame
and I I" fiberglass batt,
filled existing cavity
R -51
$.08/R/sq.ft.

I.F.9.
Frame wall, interior frame
with 7V fiberglass batt .

(uninsulated space behind
each new stud), filled
existing cavity
R-36
$.1 I /R/sq.ft.

I.F.8.
Frame wall, interior frame
and I I" fiberglass batt,
unfilled cavity
R-38
$. I 0/R/sql.ft.

I.F.I0.
Frame wall, gut rehab,
interior frame and 71/2"+
31/2" fiberglass batt
R-34
$.12/R/sq.ft.

have crawl spaces, some have a
slab"on grade, and others have a
combination of the three. How this
tied of the house fits into the
overall retrofit strategy depends on
whether the waWroof retrofit is in-
terior or exterior. Generally, it is
least' expensive to insulate the in-

side of basement walls '(space per-
mitting) and under the floor of the
house, but these two approaches
are not always possible. In climates
with hot, long summers you may
chttoseto insulate only the exterior
of the basement walls in order to
retain the natural summer 'cooling

attributes of an uninsulated base-
ment floor,

Floor Retrofit

Floors 1 and 2 show a floor retro-
fitted by installing fiberglass be-
tween the foists, laying a vapor bar-



V.

1.F.11.
Frame wall, 3"
sheetrock/polyurethane
laminate, filled existing
cavity
it-40
$.071R/sq.ft.

«, A.I .
Attic filled with 12" blown
cellulose, new vapor
barrier and ceiling finish
R-47

C.1.
31/2" fiberglass batt, new
vapor barrier and ceiling
finish
R-14
$.15/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.17

.. . ...

4.1"+ 441114-T4-74TAF4P41171,7+74Itty

R.I.
New roof structure built
over existing roof
R-55
$..11/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3.11

36

$.04/R/sq.ft.
Fig. 3.18

II I ? MAU I W,

C.Z.
3" sheetrock/poturetha ne
laminate plus 31/2"
fiberglass bait
R-135
$. I 0/R/sq

AAt1.filled with 15" blown
cellulose", new vapor
barrier and ceiling finish
R-59
.$.04/R/sq.ft.

C.3.
Suspended ceiling and
I 61/2" fiberglass 4tt
R-52
$.07/R/sq.ft.

.rier over the existing floor (which
can. then be sealed to the wall
vapor barrier), and covering the
vapor barrier with pew underlay-
ment (Figure 3.19). Floor 1, with
3-1/2-inches of fiberglass, would be
appro-Mata: for an insulated crawl
space or a crawl space well be
grade. Floor 2, with 6. inch of
fiberglass, is apprppiiate for a
vented crawl space.Illn both cases,
be sure to install a moisture barrier
(6 Mil polyethylene) over tie greiind
in the crawl -space..

Floors 3 and 4 show expan
polystyrene boards laid over the
existing floor' and. covered. with
vapor 'harrier and a new atibfloor
(Figure '3.20). This .strategy is more
appropriate than the fiberglass

method in cases where the crawl
space is inaccessible or with a con-
crete slab floor, An alternative to
.using the polystyrene is tp lay
sleepers (non-structural dimen-
sional lumber used' to produce a
cavity between dew and existing
floors) on the floor, fill the cavity
between them with fiberglass, and
cover with vapor barrier and sub-
floor, as shown in Floor 5 (Figure
3,21). Always be certain to protect-,
the retrofit floor, installation from
moisture that is common in base-
ments. If you suspect moisture will
be present, use pressure - -treated
wood and insulation that does not
degrade lien exposed to moisture,
such 'as vermiculite or Ektrucled
PolYstlizInstalling insulatioi ,
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F. 1 .
3 1/2" fiberglass bats
between joists
R -14
$. 1 0/R/sq . ft.

Fig. 3.19

IIIii "%i'11111111111i1 li11111 di, Ilti

4.

2" e randed polyst;,itiMbe
R-1 2
$.2 4/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 3. 20

F. Y.
`Sleepers,
bait
R -15
$.1 8/R/sq. ft.

Fig. 9.21

31/214 fiberglass

A

abovq the floor' means doors, plum-
- bins, tc. will have to be adjusted.

This technique will be expensive
and troublesome.

F.2191/2" fiberglass batts
betweer), flay joists
R-30
$.06/Risq.ft.

.11 1 II 1. / II i / 11, I t
11111, 1' r Iir

111,1 ii dd. III I I

F.4.
4" eipa
-19

$. 1 6/R/sq.ft.

red polystyrene

Basement Wall Retrofit

Insulating the interior of a
basement wall will cost roughly
the same as other wall retrofits.
There is an added cost of sealing
the bastinent vapor barrier to the
first floor wall, vapor barrier,
whether it is an interior or ex-
terior wall retroftt (gig,ure 3.22).
This is done by installing vapor
barrier blocking (closed cell of
foil-faced insulation cut to fit) be-
tween the joists. The interior
basement retrofit may be the least
expensive complement to an exte-
rior retrofit on the rest of the
house.

Perimeter Retrofit

In Many' cases (whether 84 on
grade, crawl space, or Minent
wall) it may not be practically-posl

"4"i. te;7t;-

111. .
interior frame basement
retrofit with rigid blocking /
between joists 1.

R-24
$.06/R/sq.ft.

Fig. 9.22

sible to insulate the perimeter,
anywhere but the outside. Perim-
eters 1, 2 and 3 show various ap-
proaches (Figure 3.23). Perimeter
shows a perimeter retrofit using
2-inch extruded polystyrene. Note
that the. insulation itself reforesents
less than one third of the total cost
of installation. That means that
more insulation can be added at
relatively little additional cost. ;

Normally, an exterior retrofit of
the perimeter should extend all the
way down to the footings. However,
for quite deep footings, there is an
alternative, approach. Rather than
excavating to the footings, a. trvcb
may be dug about two-feet dbep,
and two- or threefeet wide. Ex
trridecl polystyrene is installed .

down the ,foundation wall two-feet.
deep and then installed horizontal-
ly all around the. perimeter (be cer-
tain it slopes slightly away from the
foundation walls). This approach is
illustrated in Perimeter Testing
by The Underground .5pace Center
at the University of Minnesota has
shown that the insulating skirt
shown in Perhneier 3 is as effective
.as insulation red to the foun-
dation wall. peen hile, there is a f
significant savings in excavation,
materials and backfilling costs.

3



C.

t,

P.1. 1
, P.2. , P.3.

2" eXtruded ' 4" extruded polystyrene 4" extruded polystyrene
R-1 2 . R-22' \-..with 2'-0" skirt
$.36/12/sq.ft. $.23/R/sq.ft. . R-22

. - $. I 7/R/sq.ft.,

Fig. 3.23 .,

.5. a
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HOW TO
CALCULATE COSTS

FOR VARIOUS
CONSTRUCTION

CONFIGURATIONS
44,,,

While each retrofit tsituation is
upi d the specifiC character-aid

building influence the
type

tics
retrofit selected, there are

important factors that can play;
a role in determining the

, choice: the cost and R-yillue of the
particular strategy. Therefore,
when reviewing walretrufit stride;
gies it_ i§ imerative That' cost and,
thenpal comparisons of various
techniques be made on a uniform
and standardizeOvsis.

DOE\grantees .hsed many differ-
ent caloblation techniques to select
the retrofit strat;'es they used.
The best mea comparing vari-(pus wall ; t options is to com-
pare the. post of installation per unit
.Rzualue.-per square foot .of wall,
ceiling, roof or floor area. The fol-
lowing is a simple step-by-step cal-
culation procedure for determining
this value: A sample worksheet of
the calculation procedure is in-
cluded to aid you in organizing your
work and a hypothetical calcu-
lation is computed to p you

. understand the process.
STEP 1. Draw the. existing wall

section to be analyzed.
Sketching the existjng wall sec-

tion is important for several rea-
sons: it allows you to identify the
various components of yoktr wall; to
visualize the 'various paths of heat,
flow, through the Wall; and to deter-
mine the percentage of the wall
area represented by each heat flow

pathway. To make comparisons
simpler, all the wall sections il-
lustrated in this publication itre
8 x 8-foot and don't include
features like windqws, doors,
corners, etc. Bear in, mini that
these features influence tlfaNyeal
cost of the retrofit and they hre int
portant when comparing one type
of retrofit with another. When com-
paring options for your project, yqu
may wish to use the entire 1.4
area rather than a typical 8 x 8-fobt
section.

top and bottom plates, the cavity in-
sulation, and all the various sheath-
ing materials; 2) through the exist-
'ing studs, the cavity insulation, the
retrofit stud wall insulation and the
sheathing; 3) throu the existing

, silt& wall insulation, the cavity in- .

joulation, the-retrofit studs, and' the
sheathing; and 4) through the'exiallil
ing stud Wall insulation, the cavity
insulation, the retrofit stud wall hi-
sulation, and the sheathing..
STEP 4: Calculate the composite

R-value for rch heat Tow
STEP 2: List all 14;11 section COW--

ponents.
fter the ,wall section is drawn it,

I be easy to list all the comp°.
h ts. Don't forget to include the
in erior and exterior it film

undary betWeen the wall d the
environment, along with any " d
air spaces" in the wall cavity.,
These factors are imppytant in*
determining the wall's 1-140, loss
,cholicteAstigs.,

path. k

The R-value of a Oren material is
a measure of its resetance to heat
oldiThe R-value of various con-

fstr ction materials,t including
bo dary air films and "dead air"
spa , is( given in Figtre A-2. To
calculate a composite Ii-value tor a
particular heat flow pathway sim-
ply aid the R-values of die vario s
components through the pathwa

R composite = fti + R.
STEP 3: Ideniify heat flow path- STEP 5: Convert, each composite t

ways. R-value to its
Materials that create resistance

to heat flow through a wall can be
arranged either in series (compo-
nents one after another) er in
parallel (components side by side).
A solid brick wall with polystyrene
insulation attached and finished
with stucco is an example of mate-
rials in .series, while a frame wall
filled with fiberglass bate insulation

an' example of materials in paral-
0. A irttrofit double stud wall is
even more complex. In order to ac-
curately analyze a wall section you
must identify all the heat flow
pathways. In the example, glien (a
double -wall with staggered studs,
Figure A-4) heat can flow through
thp wall by four different 'Path-

11 ingu-value.
The u-v

its R-v 1.9.

Nilfred b

ou of

square i

covresfond-

ue of a mItterial or comj P.'
trials is the inverse-of

Of the
(in Btu trans-

ction per our per
of materiel per degree

F temperature Vifference
tw(Ien the 'Iwo sides of the maNial.,

1 ,

TP"fte R

.1

U =
composltd.

STEP 6: Calculate frqming comae-
tioil factors.

Each heat flow- patlfway you
identified in Step 3 represents
certain percentage of the total wall
section'. ittea. En This step, you need
to calctilate4.these percentages

Ways: 1) through existing and new called framing correction factors. ,

1
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Fig. 41 Heat Flow Paths
This drawing shows four different heatilow paths
through a wood frame wall retrofitted with interior
stud framing.

For example, a 2 x4 stud wall with
31/2 inches of fiberglass batt insula-
tion hao. two different parallel heat
loss 'paths; through the studs or
thrmigh the'' .insulation. an
8 x 8-foot section of this Wall you
will find that 14 percent of the wall
area is made up ok studs and plates
and 86 percent is hisulatioil,.'Thus
the framing correction factprs for
this wall are .14' (heat loss through
studs) and .86 (heat loss through
the insulation).
STEP 7: Obtain an overall u-value

for the wall.
The overall u-value for the wall

is obtained by multiplying the com-
posite u-value for each heat loss
path times its corresponding fram-
ing correction-factor (K) and adding
those sums together.

Uoverall '?"

(Ucl X KO (Uc2 X K2) + ..,(Uen X.

40

' STEP 8: Convert the overall u-
- . value to an overall 11-value.

Since u- and ft-values are the in-
verse of, one' another- this step is
simple.

112

'overall .4"-.
U overall

STEP 9: Repeat Ste 1-8 for the
retrofit wall.

After you have d ermined the
dverall R-value for the existing wall
the 'next step is to do the very same
thing for the retrofit wall. You need

. to sketch the wall section as you
plan to retrofit it, list all wall sec-
tion components, identify all heat
flow pathways, and calculate the
overall Rtvalue of the retrofit walls.

1,SITEP 10: Determine The fi-value
added during retrofit.

The R-value added during retro-
fit is the difference between the
R-value of the total retrofit wall and
the R-valne of the existing wall.

R added-in retrofit --- Now, R0

STEP 11: Determine. the materials
cost for the retrofit wall.

List all materials necessary to
:build the retrofit wall. Identify the
Jost of each material and add these
costs to obtain the total cost of the
retrofit wall. Remember that for the
purpooes of. this analysis you are
working vvithe an 8 x 8-foot wall sec-
tion, not an entire house. Materials
costs can be obtained frtim your
local supplier (hardware store,
lumber 'yard, etc.) or from sources
such as the National Construction
Estimator, Craftsman Books, 1983.
STEP 12: Determine the labor cost

to construct the retrofit
wall.

Labor cost estimate§ can be ob-
tained from local contractors or the
National Construction Estimator.
These costs are just for an
8 x 8-foot wall section and are for
comparison purposes only. If you
plan to do the work yourself, dekir-
mine the value of your owji labor. '

STEP 13: Determine the base cost
of the retrofit wall.

Add the materials and construc-
tion costs from Step 11 and 12 to
get the base cost.

Base cost =
Construction cost + Labor cost

STEP 14: Add a contractor's mark:
up.

This step is optional. If you do the
work yourself this step can be ig-
nored. If you hire a contractor, he
or she will plan to cover the over-
head and make a profit on the' job.
The contractor's mark-up is usually
a percentage of the base cost. This
amount is then added to the base
cost to dbtaip a total cost for the
wall retrofit.

Base cost + Contrairor, mark-up.

STEP.15: Determine the cost per
square feat

To determine the -cost per square
foot of -the retrofit wall section
divide the answer obt ed in StepEa
13 or 14 .(whichever is pplicable)
by 84, the size of the w section In
square feet.

Cost per square foOt= "T
Base or Total cost

64

Total cost =
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-STEP-lel-Calculate the cost p price of #01yurethane/sheetrock
square foot per omit of laminate, which dropped from
R-valud. $1.85isq.ft. to $.81/sq.ft. for the

This is the last tep in the proc- 3-inch thick panels. At the time of
ens. The cost r square fool per publication, rigid, finished in-
unit of lf:value is. obtained by' sulation panel is the least expen .
dividing the answer obtained 40 -sive technique for applying intula-
Step 15 (the cost per square foot or_ tion and wall finititi to)he interior
the retrofit wall) by the answer of it llama (notwithstanding: 019
from Step 10 (the R-value' added by vapor barrier and window framing
the retrofit). problems already described)! Be

await of current prices and com-
pare them when using the methods
presented here.

Cost per square foot periunit

R-value Cost per square foot
R-value added Example: The sample calculation

NOTE: The costs used in the follow- procedu uses the following wall
ing tables are national averages, configu ion:.an existing 2 x 4 stud
which change from Oar to year. wall fill with 31/2 inches of fiber-
Since 1982, the cost of framing, glass i sulation, retrofitted with 4
fiberglass insulation, polyethylene, inch of exterior - finished ,polysty-
cellulose, and polystyrene has gone tens sulation. The results of the
up slightly, probably e8 pace
with inflation. Meanwhi ,

faced iipcyanurate foam has
decreased in price. The most
dramatic decrease has been in the

42

y-step analysis of the cost per
are foot per unit R-value for this

retrofit are displayed on a com-
pleted., worksheet (Figure A-3).
FarlovTeach step of the calculation

procedure and --note where -the
result is placed on the worksjieet.
Make sure you understand how
each number is oVained. When
you think you understand the pro-
cedure, try calculatirig the cost per
square foot per unit of R-value for a
9ittrofit w of your own design.

'Use a cop of the blank worksheet
provided for your analysis (Figure
A-4).

The sample shown here is for a
wall retrofit. The same technique
may be used for other parts of the
building with minor exceptions.
First remember that the R-value for
air films and air spaces is different
depending on whether the direction
of heat flow is horizontal, upward,
or downward, For slabs and below
grade walls, there is no outside air
film. Calculating heat 1 ss to the
surrounding earth from bs and
bagements is very complex, ut it
can be ignored when you calcu ate
the cost/sq.ft./R for below-grade.

45
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E.M.3 Masonry Wall, 7" Strapping, Exterior E.M.4 Masonry Wall, 101/2" Strapping,
Stucco Finish Exterior Stucco Finish

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W XX YY Z-Z

MAUI rivi goo 1NSut..

AIR FILMS 0.93 0,93 0.93 ,

exiSTINC; 12." 13R1c-14 2.40 2.4o 2.40
1x4 STRAPPING AT 24"0.C, 8.76 4.38 --:

VAPOR BARRIER - -
3Y2"'Fif3E.RGLAss BATT (2 LA' S) 11.10 22.19

Yi." PLYWOOD 5NEATN1N6 0.4,3 0.63 033
STUCCO AND t4E.51-1 _, 0.15 0.15" 0.15.

TOTAL R-VALUE 12.87 19-'9 26.3
TOTAL U-VALUE , 0,078 0,051 0.038
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.04-7- 0.060 0.893
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0017 0.003) 0.034

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0408
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 24.51

EXISTING RVALUE 36

RVALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 2.1. I

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST -

TOTAL
COST

2)(4 5TRAPP1N 23.76 21.52 45,28
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 13.82

3.14' FibER4CA55 BATT (2 LAYERS 23.04 .15-.36 . 33,4o
1/2" PLYWOOD SHEATHING 24.96 12,80 87.76
VruC.C.0 AND t-740,SH 103.11

.. .

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 1ta.37 1

TOTAL PRICE (COSI+ MARK-UP) 297-961

efCONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. ILdirlinCli
0.22I SIR - SO. FT. ,,, s

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT).5 IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W )S-X Y:Y Z-Z

PLATES NEW STUDS 'NSW-,

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93

EXI5TING I2" BRICK 2.40 2.40 2.40
2x 4 STRAPPING = 13.14 8,76 --

11/2H FIDERGLAss GATT (b LAYeRS) ,,-- 1 F. Id 33,2.9

WI PLYWOOD SHEATHING 0.61 061 . 0.63

5Tucco AND MESH 0.15 0.15 i .if
VAPOR DARRIE-R - .

TOTAL RVALUE 17.25 23.97 W.1-0

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.058 0.04-2 0.02,7

FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.060 0.893
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0027 0,0025 0.0239 6s

COMPOSITE U6 1/141E 0,0 MI
COMPOSITE R.moig MEC,NMI*EXISTING R-VALUE: ",

R-VALUE ADDED BY'RETROFIT 31.05

RETROFIT CO STRUCTION,COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
.

L.'LS LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x4 6TRAPPINGi 36.72 31.60 68.32
3172."FitIER6LASS IT(31-AYER$) 34.56 25.04 57.60
Vz" PLYWOOD 6 THING 24.96 12;80 57.76
5Tucc,0 AN MESH 103. I 1

VAPOR BARRIER 542 8.40 15.82

.

6

_r 'IP

TOTAftONSTRUCTION COST 280.61

1 TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK -UP) S5o.16 1

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. .

SO. FT. 0.577I SIR ,,



COMPOSITE A-VALUES
, ,

MATERIALS '

R.VALUO TH ROUGH MAT'LS
T FLOW PATHS AT:

1,,

composi-vosvOi
coMPositelv-ini0E
EXISTING -r'?

R-VALUE ADDED EY RETROFIT

1TOTAL''R-VAL E 4,.....,1, .,.,lit Lu-NALue.,.,.
'.. n',i, C ''' ...,..

ti

-L ,..`..4.,AggiAipd ,i+..+::millitie 'CO,Rtvg,s1-1?
.,%,,'g.,-, 01.1
,.:,i::: 's

.
,

-...-,

'-

bT AIX:FRAP1111,0 A ,-R .

......:.;;.,,,,..,% /,-;,.-,-

"r,..if ''", '711",'"..: r,t:r,...;: ,"7,,".".

i
'::4.,.. "_ ','W.. i

. FaTROPtT CONSIR C :ION OASTS . ...4-,.- ...,..... r:4.'t!,.,', 1, ,"."4!" , .--'
..- ...'1041'.-T7.Frt!'..:--...11 . r,: -- .77.,1,..-.; .,7.-,-;.\.-:,..T.im;,-,1.

LISTOF MATERIALS, . . ... . ....L.,.. -..,; .,, .:.:-.s.,.,-.--, .,, ,....,-..:.:...i.,':;.2.4 .:1.7t.' '.ii.''....'It'',.k
'

/ .

Ole .

R,,,,,....a.
....

,,Z;
.tit:Eii.1 -_,"f. , 4,;

. ..1, ---.'-..

.'.:17"-i.,.. .......-,,,,,-.

..r,_ ,... 3 ..

-. 4,..,_ . -..-,..

.r.....

...

.- -.:,;, ..-..

4111P', ,I .. .", 4..--, ;. :....072... -'. '"(''-'1'7,-. -W '
...

.1.' -'. ' ''.

, .

;'. L. .1,..% .

' ,.'"-.' .. '''':7 '!.

:',A. s ',.,..:',:-.,,,.1.......*':.:

.. iff....,r-tollE
,. ,',..t.}:.V

...:.,--.': r: .-.

-. ,

.

,

. . -

, .c-...L....,:, .. ,. ,-..7,.-7 1/2,-.' ,..-,:

.c.:7.-i

...3.).,
''.:.y -

?it,
,..4. ,.-.s..,A f.,441,4t-W4

s

. i.

-.:- 7: -.,-,-...,-.4
, -+.1,3,, , ,+

.,,-,-,..,..-
T-. ;, % .
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' ,,, .., j):;.-11:f.4?f,,,,,,),---,... . ......,.......,.........._____...._,_
',2,iF.;4,,'.):F,y;-,.,t)i4. -. .;?:'4'.,..' ' ,,..e.-,:.:;!

___.r._.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST. ,

...-7.vg:'-r.

--. -,,.,:.7:-',.%-+I--,.,,rs.t.1-:,"c"v4:4'...:'*:-:Fil.,PIP"."7-: . . , ..). ..r ,. -

TOTAL 1 SCOT t Ic)P ': , ft,
.. . .....

1 ' ; '.4,:t', li 1.....tiIt

. .. ... .,,,,,,,: ..40t1.$11.40,9X191110.04=, _.pj.t. ,..,i,.-41,14; ,.." .., :b.
NOSV. ' .1 WIT ,;:'
:,.,,k 1,... .. -

"'''' ";14:'!$1-"'WitV._____)..T___1...71.6....1_._...._..,_40.,.!Crr-XT.--..,"

Fig. A-4: You may copy this form for your own calculations
;
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E.M. I Masonry Walt-'4" Exterior-Finished Er.114.2 Masonry Wall, 8" Exterior-Finished
Polystyrene Polystyrene

COMPOSITE
R-VALVES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IA.
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: .

.
mANAERIALs

01-W X-X Y-Y z:z

AIR FILM5 0.13
EXI5TiNCI I? 6RICK. 2-.40
4" ExP RoLiSTYRENE 16.00
ORyvie ADHESIVE -

"PRYViT' Fusli5H __Tc..,

TOTAL R-VALUE 19.33
TOTAL U-VALUE 0,052
FRAMING CORRECTION 1.0
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.052

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 19. WIA

3. 3EXISTING R-VALUE --)

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT I -.00

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS,
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

t-
' E XT FiN. Pt)LYSTYR.E.NE 277,76

.1
-43.'

.___...

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 277.76

TOTAL PRICE ("1ST+ MARK-UP) . 3 . 0
F CONSTRUCTIONItOST PE; ip. FT. 543

Ar-7"-- 4,34[ SIR SO. it s

9
re'.4141#44*

COFP 0 SIT E
R ALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

AIR FILMS 0.93(
6..X15TIN4 t2' fARICK 2.40-
8" EXP. PoLYSTy RENE 32.00

'ORYVIT- ADHESIVE
PPRYVIT.. FINISH ,E.TC., ---

r
TOTAL R-VALUE 35.33
TOTAL UVALUE 0.028
FAAMING CORRECTION 1.0
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. ,o,o28
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.028'
COMPOSITE R. VALUE 95.35
EXISTING RVALUE

.

1
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT .

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION(COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
cos`r

TOTAL
COST

8"'EXT. FIN. POLYSTYRENE 333.14

. ,

K

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 3334+
TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 16.

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SQ. FT. MM.
FT.[ SIR SO. FT. 0.204
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E.M.3 Masonry Wall, 7" Strapping, Exterior E M.4 Masonry Wall, 101/2" Strapping.
Stucco Finish

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATYS

0,93
NVI 51-05.

0.13
i N'SUL. .

0.93AIR FILMS
E.M5TiNG 12" BRICK 2.40 2.40 2.40
2,.4 STRAPPING AT 2+"o.C. 8.76 4.38 -.

VAPOR BARRIER - - _

31/2_ F13ERGLA55 eATT (2 LAYERS) 11.10 22.19

Yz." PLYWOOD 5HEATH1NC3 0.4,3 0.63 0.63
STUCCO AND MESH , 0.15 0.15 0.15

TOTAL R.VALUE 12.87 19.59 26,S
TOTAL U.VALUE 0.078 0,051 0.038
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.060 0.893
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. o.0037 0.0031 0.034

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0408
COMPOSITE R.VALUE 2 .51
EXISTING R.VALUE 3.33

~R -VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 21.18

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIAL LIST .

MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2=4 STRAPPII\I 23.76 21.52 45.28
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 13.82

31/2 FI5ER61:A55 GATT (2 LAYERS) 23.04 15..36 38.40
1/2" PLYWOOD SHEATHING 24.96 12.80 57.76

103.11STuc..C.0 AND MESH

,

,
... .

,
.

TqTAL CONSTRUCTION COST . 2.113.37

TOTAL PRICE (COST,+ MARK-UP) 297. 6

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. PP' .4,4 II

0.221 SIR - SO. FT. ..-, s-

4

C

Exterior Stucco Finish

X

...-4.4.0..140.......
T1

b

No
lekv1.

4

At,....07,cry.A4-w...A..0. ,

tVW*6
foliti:.

dr...001

04V

4 1iti7 ido f

N i p . . . . .1 I 1 r -

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MATLS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MAT}.S

MATERIALS PLATES

Y.Y Z-Z

NEW STUDS INSOL..

AIR FILM5
EXISTING 12" E3RICK

4 STRAPPINCI

31/2 FIBERGLA55 SATT(i_KaRs)
PLYWOOD SHEATHING

0.93
2 40
13.14

0.93 o.93

0.63

2.40 2 -40

8.76
11.16 33.29
063 o.63

STUCCO AND MESH 0.15 0,15 =

VAPOR bARRiER

TOTAL R-VALUE

TOTAL U-VALUE (
FRAMING CORRECTION
TOT. U X FRAMING COR.

17.25
0.058
0.047

0.0027

Z3.97
0.042
0.060

02,7

0.893
0.0025 0.0239

COMPOSITE U-1/411E 0.0 .91

COMPOSITE R -VALUE 34-.36

EXISTING R-VALUE. 111144111
'R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT \ 31.03

RETROFIT CO STRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST

2x4 sTRAPP 'NG
31/2. FI6E.R.GLA55 TTOLAYERS)

T'L
C ST

S

"36.72
34.5

LABOR TOTAL
COST COST

31./00 68.32
23.04 57.60

1/2 PLYWOOD 6 THING;

5TUGC.,0 AP MESH
VAPOR BARRIER

24.96 1.2.80 37.76
103,11

542 8.40 I3 .82

TOTAItONSTRUCTION COST 280.60
TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 350:76

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. 5.48

SIR SO. FT.

49.
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E.M.5 Masonry Wall, 7" Curtain, Wall,
Exterior Stucco Fin tsh-

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALOES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W XX Y-Y Z-Z

Pi_.A.Tir-3 i.IEW STUDS I N SU L .

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 12" BRICK 2.. 40 2.40 240
2x4 CURTAIN FRAMING p.76 4 38
3/ FI8E.RGLAS5 EATT(2 LAYERS) 11.10 22.19

0.6 0.4=.3 0!031/2" PLYWOOD SHEATHING

STUCCO AND MESH 0.15 0.15 0.15"

VAPOR, HARRIER

.
TOTAL R-VALUE 12.87 19.59 26.3P
TOTAL U.VALUE 0.078 0.05-1 0.0'38
FRAMING CORRECTION 6.047 0.660 0.893
TOT_ U X FRAMING COR. 0.0037 0.0031 0.034

COMPOSITE UVALUE 0.040.
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 24- 51
NAVIN() R-VALUE
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 21.18

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2 x 4- CURTAIN FRAMING 21.84 14.64 34.48
VAPOR BARRIER 5,42 8.40 13.82

372:' F iPERGLASS BATT (2 LAYERS) 23.04 15.36, 38.40
1/2:' PLYWOOD SHEATHING 24.9b 12.60 37.76
STUCCO AND MESH 103.11

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 229,5T

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) t willow
[CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. ZrEn

SIR - SO. FT. 10- 0.212

E.M.6 Masonry Wall, I I Curtain Wall,
Exterior Stucco Finish

COMPOSITE .

RVALUES
R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN

'HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATCS New STUDS trisuL

AIR, FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 12' BRICK 2.40 2.40 2.40

I I "FltERGLASS BATT (51/2.'A14071) - 23.78 34.87
:y2i' pLywoop si-mA-mi (54 0.63 0.b3 0.63 -)

STUCCO AND' E.5H o.15 o.15 0.15
VAPOR BARRIER - - -
zx 4 CURTAIN FRAMING 8.76 4.38 -

. 1- )

TOTAL R-VALUE 12.87 32.2.7 38.95
TOTAL UVALUE , 0.078 o.031 0.O26
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.04-7 o.04,0 0.893
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. _ 0.6037 0.0019 0.022.9

COMPOSITE U-VALUE . 0.0285'
COMPOSITE R-VALUE _35.043

EXISTING RVALUE 3.33
RVALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 31.74

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
ST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x4 CURTAIN FRAMING 18.96 16.16. 45.12 .

3V.' FIBERGLASS BATT I I .52 7.68 19.20
7Vt" FJDERGLAS5 BATT 26.24 8.00 34.24
yz" PLY WOOD SHEATHING 24.96 12.80 37.76
VAPOR BARRIER 5L,42 8.40 13.82.
5TOCC0 AND MESH 103.11

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 255,25

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) A11.1211

F CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. , IIIICSkil
0.156I SIR - p. FT. >
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E.F. 1 Wood Frame Walt-And Siding, Blown
Cellulose, 7" Curtain Wall, New
Wood Exterior Siding

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

RVALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES oLD STUDS mew STUDS !NSW-

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.45 0.93
exi5-nw4 20.4 snips Al 161104 5.00 5.00 - -
LATH AND PLASTER 020 0.20 6,26 0.20
-5/4'. SHEATHING 0.94 0.94 0.94- 0.44
5101N6 (ExISTIN6 i NEW )V 1.62- 1.62 1102 1.(02
BUILDING PAPER - - I -

11 FIDERGLASs BAT T (2 LAYERS) - 22.19 11.)0 22.I9,
VAPOR DARR IER

2x4 CURTAIN FgAMING 24 0.G. 8.76 4.38 -
DLOWN CELLULOSE - 16.00 16:00

TOTAL R-VALUE 17.45 30.88 35.17 41.88
TOTAL UVALUE 0.057 0.032 0.028 0,024 ,
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.081 0.060 0.804-
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0027 0.0028 0.00 7 0.0193

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0265
COMPOSITE 11VALUE 7.74
EXISTING R-VALUE .1

RVALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 33.

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

BLOWN CELLULOSE 30.72.
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42. 8.40 13.82

% 2)(4 CURTAIN FRAMING 21.84 13.68 35.52 ,
Bo LOIN0 PAPER. 1.66 - 4.10 5,76
NEW SIDING 92.16

51/1F115EItGLA59 MIT (2 LAyuks ) 25.04 15.56 38.40

TOtAt:CQNSTRUCTION COST 216.3

ToTALPRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 2'70.48

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. IIIMMIll
a 126[ SIR - SQ. T. lis-
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E.F.2 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, I I"
Curtain Wall, New ,Wood Exterior
Siding

K
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COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH mArLs IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X- Y-Y Z-Z

PLAT 5 OLD STUDS New TWO5 11450L.

AIR FILMS 6.93 093 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 21(4 51005 AT IVO.C. 5.00 5,00 1.01 1.01

LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.2.0 0.20 0.20
34- SHEATHING 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.14-

SIDING (Exl51N6 ANEW) A 1, 62 I.42 1.42 1.42
BUILDING PAPER - - -
7 Ys." 4 31/2!F19ERGLA55 BATTS - 34.87 23,78 34.87
VAPOR OAR RIO? - -'
2 x 4 CoRrAiN FRAMING, 244aC, 8,76 - 4-.38 -

TOTAL R-VALUE 17.4-5 43_56 32.86 39.57
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.057 0.025 0.030 0.025"
FRAMING. CORRECTIONN., 0.047 0.0459 0.060 0.804
TOT. U X FRAMING qOR. 0.0021 0.0020 0.0018 0.0205

-
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0,0206

COMPOSITE R-VALUE 1111111111
EXISTING R-VALUE INICIUM
R-VALUE ADDED BY-RETROFIT 33. 110

, RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST mArt.s
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST ,

2x4 CURTAtN FRAMING 28.% 15,20 44, i 6.
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8,40 15,82
71/."F16ERG/LA55 9ATT 26.24 8.00 ,,34:24
3'//1 FIBERGLASS 13ATT 11.52 7.68 ' 19.241
sou-DING, PAPER 146 4.10 1 5.76-.

NEW SIDING - 9236,t,

II
-TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 209.3+ !I

[ TOTAL PRICE (COST\ MARK-UP) 61.68

[CONSTRUCTION COS' PER, SO. FT. 0

SIR SQ. FT. .,.. I 0.123-



-E.F.3 Wood Frame Wall and Siding, Blown
Cellulose, 7" Larsen Truss, New
Wood Exterior Siding

L.

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES .

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS W.W X-X Y-Y .* t-Z
PLATES od..p 5TUP TRUSS OrSOL,

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 o.93 0.93
Exi5TIMG 2x4 STUDS AT ic.;:oc 5.00 5.00 - -
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 c ).20 0.20 - 0.20
SLOwN CELLULOSE - 16.00 110.00

EXISTINC, V. 5NEATI4.4N51(9,P441 1.75 1.75 1.75 1,75
7" LARSEN TRUSS AT 24.0.6. e 75 - 15:97 --
3/2..FIDEMLASS eATT(2LAYERS1 22.19 - 22.19
VAPOR BARRIER "TYVEK" -
NEW /1" 'SIDING 0.81 0 81 0.81 0.81

TOTAL R-VALUE 17.44 30.88 5.6.6 41.88
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.057 0 032 0.028 0024
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 0.060 0.804
TOT. U X FR ING COR. 0,00, 0.0029 0.00 7 0.0192

COMPOSITE -VALUE 0.024,5
COMPOSITE R-VALUE

ma3774
EXISTING R-VALUE 4.I
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 3-.59

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST .
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

BLOWN CELLULOSE 57.60
VAPOR 60,RRIER 4 SEALANT 24.00
"TYVEK'' . 1.92
LAR 5EN TRUSS . 14,0 35.94

31/2"FIBERGLA55 pAyfOLAYERS) 25.11/0

.11152

10.24- 35.84
NEW ' /2'' SIDING 43.52 2560 69.12

_..

_________,_-
.

'

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST
A22+h42

TOTAL PRICE (COST + MARK-UP) = 0.

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SQ. FT. a

0.13,0I SIR - SCII. FT. s-

E.F.4 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, I I"
Larsen Truss, New Wood Exterior
Siding

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

-14-VirLUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MAT IALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES TRuS5 INSUL. OLD STOPS

AIR Fur 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 24 51'005 AT leo.C.. 5.00 - 5,00
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
EXI5TiN4W5HEATH 4-Y2; SI011,1 1.75 1-75 1.75 1.75
II"LARSEN TRUSS AT 24' 0.c. 13.75 2.510 -
7 vzo Y 3'4:witGLASS GAT T5 34%87 3481
VAPOR TBAKRIER # "TYVEK' - . -

NEW 1/2" SIDING 0,81 0.81 0.81 0.81

TOTAL R-VALUE 2244 28.71 38.56 43.56 I
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.045 0,035 0.026 0.023
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.04-7 0.060 0.80+ 0.089
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. ckoczi 0.0021 0.0209 0.0020
.1OMPOSITE U -VALUE 0.0 71
COMPOSITE R'VALUE _. -6,0 I

EXISTING R-VALUE Illralli
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 11111LWAIIII

RETROFIT.CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR .
COST

TOTAL
COST

VAPOR BARRIER 4 seAL ANT 24,00
" -ryva Km -- 1.92
LARSEN TRUSS 'W.94

7'/s" FI6ER6LAS5 GATT 2.24 8.00 34.24
VA" FIDERGLASS DATT 12.80 5.12 17.92

New 1/2.4 SIDIN4 1# --, 429.12
'

. .

187.14 1TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

1 fOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) IIFIWAII
i CONS UCTION COST PER SO. FT. IIIMMII
I SIR S FT. 0.112

`5 2
49



EX., Wood Frame Wall And Siding, 7"
Curtain Wall, New Wood Exterior

`' Siding

COMPOSITE r
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS ' WW X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES Ot STOPS NEW STUDS IN5OL.

AIR FILMS 0.9'5 3 o.93 0.93
EXISTING 2x4 5TUOS 5.00 .00 1.01 1.01

LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.20 0.2b 0.20
VAPOR BARRIER -
EXI5TiNG 1/4' 514EATHIN6 0.9* 0.94 0.94 0.94

EXISTING Y27 SWUNG 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

BUILDING pApE.R. - - ....

31/id FIDERGLAsS 6ATT(2 LAYERS) - 22:19 11.10 22.19

2x4 4URTAIN FRAMIR6,14:70-C. 8.76 , 4.38
NEW 1/2_ SIDING 0.81 0,81 0.81 0.491

TOTAL R-VALUE , 17.45 30,88 20.18 26.89

TOTAL U-VALUE o.o 57 0.032. 0 050 0.037

FRAMING CORRECTION o.047 0.089 o.06o 0.80
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0027 0.0029 0-.0030 0.0299

COMPOSITE U-VALUE o.0385
COMPOSITE R-VALUE IMMO
EXISTING R-VALUE 4.15 I

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 1.82. I

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x 4 CURTAIN FRAMING 21:84 Is.68 1552
VAPOR 5.4..ECRIER 542 3.4O 13.82
371:1FleERGLA155ATT (2 LAYERS 23.0 15.36 38.40
SUILPINCI,PAF'ER, 1.66 4.10 5.76
NEW 1/2."1 Sivitsig 92>16

./.

TAL CONSTRUCTION COST . 185.66

OTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) ,o

r CONSTRLI TION COST PER SQ. FT. 11111M111

°MobI siR - SO. FT. s

50

E.F.6 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, 7"
Curtain Wall, 2" Polystyrene, New
Wit Exterior Siding

..'-..

... 2
:262"
eb .4.. .

i "

:*,51

=-7...,-..-4CIII

m. , :- .:...:

.

..5-1-111"P"ret
z.-..-

7-7.:-.11t.110:
t":-.081144.1:

-.........- -
PAr7

.

"."
=-71i.

7-

E- -: ::::

"M1:
..ali+ak..MIP0 I

N 7:t...- 1

' Nt4:01 /
:

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
A,

WAY X-X Y-Y 2Z
PLATES OLP STOP5 NEW STOPS INISU4-

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 2x45Tut)5 AT -W1,0.6. 5.00 5.00 1.01 1.01

LATH AND PLASTe-R owe 0.20 0.20- 0.20
VAPOR BARRIER -k _ _

EXt5TiNG V4.4 SHEATHING 0.94- 0.94 0.94- , 0.94-

-EXISTING 1/1" SIDING 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

31/1" FIDERGLA55 9ATT(2 LAYER5) 22.0 11.10 22.19'
2"T 0. PoLisTy RCN E 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
23,1- CURTAIN FgAmiN6124-"OC. 4.38 -
NEW 1/1" SWING

,76
0.61 0,81 0.81 0.81

TOTALR-VALUE 25.45 38.88 28.11 34.89
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.039 0.026. 0.035' 0.029
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.ot.9 0.060 0.804
TOT. II X FRAMING COR. 0.0018 0.0023 0.0021 0.0230

COMPOSITE U-VALUE . 0.0292
COMPOSITE R-VALUE .25'
EXISTING RVALUE 4.11111

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT . SO. 10

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

-MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2X4 CURTAIN FRAMING 21,84 1'3.68 '355Z
VAPOR 5ARRIER 5,4-2 8.40 13.82

3Vz" FIDERG LASS OATT(2LAARs) 23.04 15.36 38.40
2" T4 G . POLYSTYRENE 26.88 12 .110 39.04 -

NEW 1/2." 5101144 (32. lb

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 218.

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK -UP) WOES
[ CONSTRUCTION COST PER SQ. FT.

SO. FT. 0.142I SIR -
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E.F.7 Wood Frame Wall ANd Siding, 7"
Curtain VII, I Thermax, New Wood 11.M.1 Masonry Wall, 3" Insulwal On Interior
Exterior Siding

1

COMPOSITE
R:VALUES ..

A-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: I

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES OLD 51UPS NEW 51VPS IN SUL .

AIR FILMS 6.93 .0.93 0.93 0.93
IhX15TING 2x4 STUDS AT Id° C 5.00 5.00 1.0/ 1.01

LATH AND PLASTER ;0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
-.VAPOR SARI:21ER

EXISTING yi: HEATI-11N6 0 -94. 0.94 0.94 -0.94
exIsTING 1/2" SIDING 70-01 0,81 0.81 0.81
31/2' PIDERCA.A.s 6ATT (2 LAYERS) 22.19 II. no 22.19
C'THERMAX 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00

2x4 CURTAIN FKAPAING,111b.c. .8.7e - 4 4.M
NEW 'Az" s %PING 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

TOTAL R-VALUE 25,45 38,88 28.18 34-.89
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.039 0.026 0,o'' 0.029
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.02J9 0.060 0.804
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.000 0.0023 0.0021 0.0230

'COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0292
COMPOSITE R-VALUE --34 25
EXISTING R-VALUE IllEilVit

0.10AVALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST .

LABOR
COST

TOTAL.
COST

Zx 4 CAIN FRAMING 21.84 IS.I.8 , 35.52.
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 6,4T

15.36
13432

38.4031/2" F16ER6LA55 f5ATT(2 LAYER5). 2'3,04
I" THERIvi A X 30.72 12.16 42498 ,

NEW 4." 61011.46 _ 92.16

222.76 1TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST
- 1,

i TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP)
.

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. IIIMEEM
0,145Sal - SO. FT. s

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

614-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS .
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

AIR FILMS 0.'33
EXISTING 12" BRICK '2.40
-311 1145OLNAL 22.0

TOTAL R-VALUE 24.0ot
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.0385
FRAMING CORRECTION 1.0
TOT. U X FRAMING COR.

It
0.0,1W

COMPOSITE U-VALUE o.0 al
aip:ooCOMPOSITE R-VALUE \

EXISTING R-VALUE MIMIC
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 1111Mill

RETR FIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

3" INSULWAL 105.94

1

t

.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST_ 10 9

i TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) Illi&M-11
CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. Fli___. .0

.SIR SO. FT. 0.090-[
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1 88,48

Z.94

I.M.2 Masonry Wall, 23/4" Thermax On I.M.3 Masonry Walk 6" §tripit On interior
Interior

b

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PAM'S' AT:

r
MATERIALS

W.W X-X '
1

Y -Y Z-Z-

NAIL ek5 1,Itit-.

AIR F IL-M5 0.93 0.93
e.X157'iN6 12v BRICK , 2.40 2.40

THER1y1AX(2uwErs-r4-flArER34,1

Y4" x 1 1/2.1 NAILER

I 6.00 22.00
0-94 -

VAPOR 13ARRIER
- - .

112:1 5H EETROCK 0.45 0.45

..__.

1_,

TOTAL VALUE 20,72
.,

2,5.78_

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.0403 0.0388

FRAMING CORRECTION
,i

0.110 6490
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. ' 0.0053 0.0345

COMPOSITE U-VALUE . 0. 398
COMPOSITE R-VALUE I 111E0111111

EXISTING R-VALUE ' Anil
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT - 21.78

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST-
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
_COST

TOTAL ,

COST

1" THEW AX (2 LAYERS) 52,48 21.76 74,24

1/4" TI4'RMAX (1 LAYER) 20.4S 10,88 31.3601

3/4 IsX 11/2." NAILER5 2.24 9.92 12.1b

VAPOR BARRIER . 13,82

Yg" 1FIELTRoC.K 48.(.4
. .

....

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 18x22

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 5. 8

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER it). FT.. INEFEN
0162.-SIR -,SO. FT. >

52

COMPOSITE
'R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
WW X-X Y-Y Z-Z

INSUL. NA IL1.,7.RS

AIR FILMS 013 0.93
EXISTING 12" 6RIGK 2.40 . .40

.3' POLYSTYRENE STRIPIT (2 LAYERS) 24-.00 20.00
VAPOR BARRIER

12" x 1 ' NAILE R5 AT 240.C. I .25

1/2" SHEETRoc-K 0,4-5 0.45

TOTAL R-VALUE 27.78 25.0)
TpTAL U-VALUE 0.03b 0.04-0

FRAMING CORRECTION 0.937 0,063
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0,0337 0.0025

COMPOSITE U -VALUE 0.0362
COMPOSITE R-VALUE - 27.62
EXISTING RVALUE'
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAILS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

3 " POLYSTYRENE 5TRIPIT (2 LAYERS) 64-.po 88.32
VAPOR BARRIER 5,4-2 8.40 13.82

" 5HEETR0CK 48.44-(
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP)

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SCTFO.

[SIR SQ. FT. 0,12.1



I.M.4 Masonry Wall, Interior Wood
Framing, 31/2" Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
.

R-VALUES
R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: -

.
MATERIALS

.

W-W X-X Z-Z
PLATeS NEW STUDS INSUL.

AIR FILMS . 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING )" BRICK 2.40 2.40 2.40
2.x4- 5T005 AT 24"0 C. j 4.88 4.38 -

31/2 FIBERGLASS GATT -ix, 11.10

VAPOR BARRIER

0.45 0.4-5

-
0.45V2 SHEETRocK

...,

1,0'

..

TOTAL R-VALUE 8.16 8.16 14.88

TOTAL U-VALVE 0.123 0.123 0.067
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047, 0.060 0.893
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0058 0,0074 0.060
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0732
COMPOSITE R-VALUE =Mal
EXISTING R-VALUE =MEI
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 10.33

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
iip-,

MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2)44 FR/WIWI -26.24 28,16 5+40
3i/2." riesER6LAss BAIT 11.52 768 19,20
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.4-0 13.82
I/2" SHEET/W.1( 48.44

. .,

,r-,-f.
. . ,

156.06 ITOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST .

[ TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 170.08

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SQ. FT.

SIR SQ. FT. o.257- Jr-

r

I.M.5 Masonry Wall, Interior Wood
Framing, 7" Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MATH
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: -

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y ZZ

PLATES wisot._ NEW 511,x3

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 12" BRICK 2.4-0 2140 2_40
2x4 STUDS AT 24"O.C,

6...
4.3$ - . 4.38

31/1" FmERGLA55 BATT(2 LAYERS) 11.10

-
22.19

- ,
11.10

-VAPOR BARRIER
I/4" SHEETRoCK 0.45 0.45 0.45

A

1,

..

TOTAL R-VALUE 19.26 25.97 19.26 -

TOTAL U -VALUE 0.052 0.039 0.052
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.898a 0.060'
TOT. U X FRAMING COR., 0.0024 0,0344 0.0031

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0399 I

COMPOSITE R-VALUE 25.06
EXISTING R-VALUE Miglani

MUMR-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST '

TOTAL
COST

2x4 FRAMING 24.24 28.16 54.4o
3' /x "FIBERGLASS SOTO-LAYERS 23.04 15.56 38.40 ,

VAPOR BARRIER 542. .8.0 13.81-
1/2 51-1E.ETROCR 48.64

-t

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 155,26

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 194.06

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SG( Ff. . 3.0

SIR SQ. FT. 0 . 1140- lV >I
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I.M.6 Masonry Wall, Interior Wood
Framing. I I Fiberglass Batt

.

ifiZil

ter , ,..,
may- , ,

re
.,- ii

' 41..)

-----_-)

./,
------ - --- 4111.-:

I

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATe.5 it45m... NEW sruos

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.98

ts4ISTING 121T BRICK 2.40 2.40 2.40
2 x 4 5T-o1)5 AT 24 0. C. 4.38 - 4.38
31/2" FlbE.R.ISA55 GATT 11.10 --.

.,

71/2" FI6ERGLA(5 5ATT 23,78 23.7'8 23.78

Vt,P0k BARRIER ..._

Vz " '3HEE.TROC.K 0.4-5 0.45 0.45

' . .

:TOTAL R-VALUE 31.94- 38,66 31.94

TOTAL U-VALUE 0i031 0.026 0.01
FRAMING-C1 VIRECTION 0.047 0.893 0.060

.TOT.'U X FRAMING COR. ' 0.0015" 0.0251 0.00 9 AT?

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0265
"COMPOSITE R-VALUE '57.-t4

3.35EXISTING R-VALUE

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 5441

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS ,

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x4 FRAMING 26,24 28.16 544-0
7'6: Fle)E.RGL Ass GATT 26.24- 8.00 3424-
31/2" FIDERGLASS 6ATT 11.52 7,4,8 -.19.20

VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 13.82

1/4." sHEE.TROCK 48.64

,

.

.

.

,rt
*. .

4 ./.

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSL 170.30

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK -UP) E' T=1:

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. Miran
0.017I. SIR - SO. FT.

54 '

P

I.F. I Wood Frame Wall And Siding. Blown
Cellulote. I 1/2" Insulwal On Interior .

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W XX Y-Y., Z-Z

INSUL. OLD 51175

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93
EXI5TING V; SHEA-Mir Yz5101140 1.75 I.75
EXISTING 2)44 STUDS AT 16'0 C - 5.00
BLOWN C.E.LLULOSt 16.00 '''

LATH AND PLA5TeR 040 0.20
I' /z" INSOLWAL 10.40 10.40

TOTALAVALUE 29.28 18.28

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.034 0.055
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.864 0.136
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0,0295 0.0074

COMPOSITE U-VALUE ' 0.0369
COMPOSITE R-VALUE .10
EXISTING R-VALUE 4.1

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 22.95

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST COST COST
LABOR
COST

.

TOTAL
COST

30.72BLOWN ceLLuLotE.
:

I VI" I NSU LWAL 78.08
.. .

. ..

N ,. . ,

.1.I oe.,90 tTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

1 TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 71 si,, co 1

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT.I

S9. 0.095I SRI -,-\ Fr.



11.F.2

4ir

Wood Fiame Wall And Siding, Blown I.F.3 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, Blown
Cellulose, I Thermax On InteriorCellulose, 3" Stripit On Interior

Y

t 1'

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: .

MATERIALS
_

W-W - X-X Y-Y Z-Z
PLATe 5 INSUL. OLD STUDS HAILER

AIR M5 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.9
EXISTING W.51-1EATti 4 ysivini6 I.75 1.75 I.75 1.75
EXISTING 2x4 STUDS AT /Co.c. 5.00 - 5:00
13LowN CELLULOSE I6.00 16.00
LATH AND PLA5-TeR. 0.20 0,20 0.20 0,20

3" POLY5TyREwe STRIPIT 12.00 12.00 12.00 10.00
NAILERS

.
0.63

VAPOR BARRIER
72 SHEETRocx 0.45 0.45 0.45 0-45

TOTAL R-VALUE 20.33 51.33 20.33 29.96
TOTAL U -VALUE D.04-9 0.032 0.049 0.033
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0804 0.089 0.060
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. .0.0023 0.0257 0.0044 0.0020

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0344
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 29.07
EXISTING R-VALUE - 4. I
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT -9

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

BLOWN Cf.LLEJLOSE 30.72
3" POLYSTYRENE 5TRIPIT 32,00 12.16 44.16
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 3.40 13.82
Ilt sHE_ETR0C-K .4864-

TOTAL\ CONSTRUCTION COST
'-\

I374.
TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) MUM.

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. tip,
SO. FT. 0.108IS/R - sp.

4

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: . .

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES OLD 511)17,5 !HSU.
AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 o.93

itili5Tir4G1/4:'SHEATR i.-Yi.'' SIDING I.75 l-.75 165
Ex15TIN6 2x4 STUDS AT 16"0.c.. 500 5.00 -
BLOWN CELLULOSE 16.00
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 020 0.20
VAPOR .BARRIE.R .

..
.

I" THE RMAX 8.00 8.06 8,00
/2" SHEETRocK 0.45 0.4-5 0.45

.

TOTAL,R-VALUE 16.33 16.33 27.33
TOTAyLWALUE 0.061 a0t9I 0.037
FRA NG CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 0.864-
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0029 0.0055.0.0316
COMPOSITE U -VALUE 0.0
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 25-.0o-
EXISTING R-VALUE MEMO
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 0. 5

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST , MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

BLOWN CELLULOSE . 30.72
I " THeRMAX. 26.24 10,58 37.12.
VAPOR BARRIER 5:42 8.40 .I3.82
1/211 SHE.ETR.ocK. 48.404-

*.i.

41141r-

.

I
130.30 I

:MEI
2_. 5 1

TOT;11100NSTRUCTION COST

1 TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP)

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SQ. FT.

S/R SQ. FT. O. IZZ .-I

5 8. - -55



1.F.4 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, Blown I.F.5 Wood Frame Nall And Siding, Blown
Cellulose, Interior Wood Framing, Cellulose, Interior Wood Framing,
31/2" Fiberglass Batt 3 1/2 Fiberglass Batt And 3" Stripit

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MATLS IN`
HEAT FLOW PATH_ S AT:

MATERIALS
'W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLAT es N 3110,5 al) STuD5 I t,151IL

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0,93 o.93
F_ xi5TiN4 3/4"5HEATH. 4 2..511)146 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
EXISTING x4 5TUD5 AT leo.c. 5.00 - 5.00 -
E5L4W ELLuLosE - 16.00 16.00
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
VAPOR BARRIER -
NEW 2x 4 STOP'S AT 24`0.C., 4.38 4.38 -

'5 Y2 PiBERGLA55 GATT - 11.10 11.10

yi" SHEETROCK 0,45 0.4-5 0.45 0.4-5

TOTAL R-VALUE . 12.71 23.71 19,43 30.43
TOTAL .11-VALUE 0.079 0.042 0.051 0.033
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.060 0.089 0,804
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0037 0,0025 0,0046 0.0264

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0372
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 26.88
EIOSTING R-VALUE

1.152.7`3R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT .

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION CASTS 4

MATERIALS LIST
MATIS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2A4 FRAMING 26.24 28.16 54.40
3V1" PIE5ERGLA55 BATT 11,52 7.68 '19.20
VAPOR BARRIER, 5.42' 8.4-0 13.82
BLOWN C..ELLLIL.05E

1.
30.72.

1/2" SHEETROCK 48:44

s.

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 166.78

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 0 ,4-
.

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. .'1' 1111W1M:

L0,14.1-3I S/R - SG. FT.
-

..).

56

4

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH AAAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATES OLD STUDS 4cv., STUDS INSUL _

AIR FILMS o.93 0.93 0.93 0.95
EXI511N4 3 /4"SaATH 4 Yi.' SIDING 1.75 1 15 I.75 1 75
EXISTING 2x4 51-1V6 AT 14:0.c,.. 5.00 5:00 -
BLOWN CELLULOSE - 16.00 i6.00
LATH ANC) PLASTER 0,20 0.20 0.20 0.20
VAPOR, BARRIER -
NEW 2A 410.5TODS AT 24 0.6 4.58 - 4-.38 _

VA' FIBERGLA55 BATT - 1 110 II.So
3.' POLYSTYRENE STRIPIT 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00

12" SHEETROCK 0.4-5 0.45 0.45 0.45

TOTAL R-VALUE 24.71 31.43 35.71 42.43
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.0+0 0.032 0.028 0.024
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 0.060 0-80-
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0019 0.0026 0.0017 0 e. 89

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0, gall
39. 3COMPOSITE R-VALUE

EXISTING R-VALUE 4.15 I

R-VALUE ADDER BY RETROFIT 35.38 1

. RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'tS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x4 FRAMIN4 - 26.24 28.16 54.40
BLOWN CELLULOSE 30.72
3A" Fle5ERGLA5S DATT 11.52 768 19,20
VAPOR BARRIER 542 8.40 13.82 ,

3" POLYSTYRENE STRIP1T '3200 12.1(0 44116

' /z" SHEETROC-K 4844
.4

TOTAL ONSTRUCTION COST 210.94

TOTAL RICE (COST+ MARK-UP) WIMat
1 CONST UCTfON COST PER SO. FT.

0.116SIR Q. FT. >~

59



I.F.6 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, Blown
Cellulose, Interior Wood Framing, 7"
Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES'

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS a

W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z
PLATES OW Minn 14nv STUDS 11,150L.

AIR FILMst 0.93 0.93 0.93' 0.93
Ex15T1NG "1/4"5HEATH i 'A' siDIN4 1.75 1.75 I.75" 1.75'

Ex15T !NG 21.4 5TUV5 AT 16 "04 500 5-00
E5LoWN CELLULOSE - 16.00 16.00
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20
vAPOR BARRIER _ _ _

NEW 2),4 STOPS AT 24'"o.c. 4,38 4.38
_31:11t5ER6t.A5f5ATT (a LAYER5)

Yi" SHEEtRoCK.
11.10 22.19 11.10 22.19
0.45 0.45 0.4-5 0-45

TOTAL R-VALUE 23.81 30.52 34.8i 41.52

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.042 0 033 0.029 0.024
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 0.060 0.804
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0 0020 0.0029 0.0017 0,0194

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0,O26
COMPOSITE 11-VALUE ... 3S46
EXISTING R-VALUE 111.311MI
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT MM.

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2x4 FRAM%NG 26.24 28.47 54.40
BLOWN CELLI/L.05E 30.72

3Vz' F115E1c6LA55 3ATTO LAYERS 23.04 15.36 '''. 38.4o
VAPOR CARRIER 5.42 8140 15.82
/2i. SHE-ETROCK 48.64

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST I i85.98 i

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) S2.48 I

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. . 4,

I 0.1061 SIR - SQ. FT.

I.F. 7 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, Blown
Cellulose. Interior Wood Framing,
I I" Fiberglass Batt

r

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

pLAT6-5 OW 570125 NEW MUGS IN51/1-

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93 093
bcisTING 3/4511E.ATH.../Z15101N6 175 1.75 1.75 1.75
EXI5TIN6 2x4 STuP5 AT 16"0.C. 500 6'100 - -

BLOWN CELLULOSE - 16.00 16.0o
LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 0,20 0,20 0.20
YARDR BARRIER , -

NEW 2x4 511105 AT 24"o c. 4-38 - 4.38
7'/Z" FI6ERGLA55 5ATT 2338 23.78 2578 23.78
31/2." F18E-RGL.A55 13ATT 11.10 11.10

Vz" SHEETROCK 0.45 0.45 0.4-5 0.45

TOTAL R-VALUE 36.49 4321 47.49 54,21
. TOTAL U-VALUE 0.027 0.023 0.021 0.018

FRAMING CORRECTION 0,01-7 0.089 0.060 0.804 -
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0013 0.0021 0.0013 0.014-8

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.019
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 1.2

EXISTING RVALUE win*
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT . IENIUMI

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST,

TOTAL
COST

2 )14 FRAMING 26,24 28.16 54.40
CLOWN CELLULOSE 30.72

11/z" Flt3ERGLA55 rATT 26.24 8.00 34.24-
31/2." F1DERGLA55 GATT H.52 7.68 19.2.o
VAPOR BARRIER 5,42 8.40 13.82

48,641/2." 5HEE-TR0.K

.

2.01ro2 1TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

I TOTAL PRICE (COST +MARK-UP) 251.28

f CONSTRUCTION COST PER $10. FT. MM.
WI RI FT. 0 08$- >
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Wood Frame Wall And Siding,
Interior Wood Framing. 11"
Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

FLA TC-5 OLD STUDS 1,1C.W sToos. 1Nst.1 ,

AIR FILMS 093 093 0.93 0.93
EXI"STINCi y4-511EATI! S V"SIPINCI 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75

Exisiir-Io 2)(4 5Tu05 AT 16.0.6 5.00 5.00 1.01 1.01

LATH ANC) PLASTER olio 0.20 0.20 0.20
VAPOR 6ARRIER - -

NEW 2x4 STLA05 AT 24 "'oc. 4.38 4.58 ---

V/2"FII,ER6L.ASS DA-ft 23.75 23.78 23.78 25.78

3 1/z."Flt5E.IZGLA55 ESATT 11.10 II 10
IA" c1-icc-r (:)(-,K 045 0.45 0.45 0.45

Au--
TOTAL R-VALUE 3i,.49 4-3,24 32.50 39.22
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.027 0.023 0.031 0.025
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.0,59 0.060 0.904
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0013 0.0021 0.0018 0,0200

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0,o25 Z_

,68COMPOSITE R-VALUE

EXISTING R-VALUE IMMO
'R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT IIMAIIII

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

Lx4 FRAMINC, 2(0.24 244,16 54.40
7Y2." FIDERGLA55 GATT 26.24 8.00 034.24
31/2" FISER61. A`:,S GATT I I .5-2 7.68 19.2.0

VAPOR BARRIER 542 8,4-0 1 3.82-
Vf. " 5HEETROCK 48. in4

4" .

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST I 70. 3

r TOTAL °PINCE (COST+ MARK-UP) 212.8

[ CONSTITCTION COST FIR Q. FT. 3. 3a FT. 0.09ISIR - si.
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I.F.9 Wood Frame Wall And Siding, Blown
Cellulose, Inteilor Wood Framing.
71/2" Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW FAIT'S AT:

MATERIALS
4111

W-W X-X II Y-Y Z-Z

t'LATE'::, 0051.005 NEW sruP.SIINSOL..

_AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
exl5TIN6 '1/4"511EATH.41h."5int46 1.75 1.75 I.75 1.75

EXISTING 2Y4- 510125 AT WC").(-. 5.00 -
6LOWN Cri-i_til_05E 16.09 16.00

LATH AND PLASTER 0.20 .20 0.20 0.20
,p(DR BARRIER

K6W 2x4 5TuP5 AT 24-"0-c, 4.38 4.38 -
71/2/"PlbER6L.A55 15ATT 23,78 12.68 23,76
Vs" 5HE.E.TR004 0.45 d.+5 0.45 0.4-5

TOTAL !VALUE 12,71 32.11 36.39 43,11

TOTAL U-VALUE ',k1 , 0.079 0,031 0,027 0.023
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 cLoi-,0 0.804
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0037 0.0028 0.0016 0.0186

COMPOSITE U-VALUE . 0.0267
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 17,,45

4. 15EXISTING R-VALUE

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 3341.)
RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2g# FRAMING 26.24 28.10 54.40
01.-OWN GELLULoVE. 30.72,

71/2."FIBEFZGLA55 BATT 26.24 ' 8,00 34,24
VAPOR 13-A RRI ER 5,42 8,40 13.f52

/ l' 514Ealitiftocx 48.64
_

..'
.

TOTAL C STRUCTION COST a
I 82

I TOTAL PRIG ( OST+ MAAK-UP) 27.78
I

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. .. .12101111

0.107I SIR- SQ. FT._ s- .

I



10 Wood Fr me Wall And4Siding, Gut
Interior Wood Framing,

Tow: F erglass

c*,

I.F.11

COMPbSITE
R-VALUES -.

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN .

HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W- W. X X Y-Y Z-Z

PLATE, OLD STOPS Nim slims IN suL

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 3/4-514fA7N Yifoost-Ja 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75
Ex15TIN 2 x4 STuD5 AT IVO.0 50 0I .

5- .00 - -
31/1"FIDERGLA55 MATT (3 LAYr R5) (HO

_
22.19 22.19

-
33.29

_VAPOR BARRIER
NEW 2x4 STUDS AT 24b.C-, 3 - 4.38
'A" 5HE.E.T1;40 0.45 0.45 0.45 0,45"

4./
/

TOTAL R-VALUE = 23.GI 30.32 29.70 36.41
TOTAL U-VALUE 0 042 0.033 01034 0.027
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 0.089 0.01,0 0.804
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0020 0.0029 0.0020 0.02216
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0290
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 34.48
EXISTING R-VALUE.\---,X 4.15
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 3o,33

9ETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

LATH ?, PLASTER DEMOLITION 10.88
NEW 2x4 FRAMING 26.24 28.16 54.40
-wz," FI6ER6LA5s DATTO LAYERs1 34.56 23.04

8.40
5760
muVAPOR DARRIER. 5,42

I/2.." 5H E.E..TRoo< ' 48.4.4
.. .

.

.-

itr

185.34 tTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COS
i

'T

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) ..
. .

CONSTRUCTION' COST PER SO. Ft. 111611211t

0.119SIR - SO. FT.

t

Wood Fratne Wall And siding, down
Cellulose 3" Insulwal On Interior

COMPOSITE .

R-VALUES \ .R- VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

*-IVIOERIAL; " W-W X-X YIN' Z-Z
PLATES IN51.11-. oLO sioos

AIR. FILMS - 0.93 0.93 0.93
EXISTING 3/4"SHEAril '//2...siviI,G I.75 1.75 1.75
E x!sTIN6 2x4 5Tuo5 AT Vac,. 5 o97r -

10,00

5100
BLOWN CELL Lif.m5E
1-tTH AND PLASTER 0.20 0.20 0.20
3' IN 50L-WAL. 1. 2247 2247 22.4,7

.
.

11

TOTAL R-VALUE 30.53 41.55 30.55
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.033 0,024

1

0.033
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.047 deb+ 0.089
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0015 0.0208 0.0029

COMPOSITE U-VALUE x,0252
COMPOSITE R-VALUE .6
EXISTING RVALUE
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL.
COST

BLOWN CELLULOSE . '30.72
3" 1 Nail-WA L._ . 103.94

t

(

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 134

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 1(08.

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT.,

0,074-1 SIR - SO. Fr. 1...

62
5W



A. P 12" Blown Cellulosf

I' A pl!i
A. ,t;14 4 J'il

1110.1/4.11.11n, 111111111.1M.11.1101 111111 /1Pfa4 &Wain

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

A-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

-
MATERIALS

:

W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

JOISTS Nan-. -

.vr
Ex 15TING CEILING JOISTS 7,50
LATH: 4 pLAsTE.R. 0.20 0.20
121 bLoWN CELLULOSE 24,0o 48.00
VAPOR tt)ARRIER

,

NEW y2:" sIkTizooc o.45 0,45
AIR FILMS A, 1.22 1.22

. .

-,..

TOTAL R-VALUE
4----cr-

3.37 49.87
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.030 0.020
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.1z5" 0.875
Tot. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0037 0.0175 .

'COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0212
COMPOSITE R-VALUE ...trij-m7

1.22

im7r7.t
EXISTING R-VALUE

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

12" BLOWN ati.oi..05E. . 35.64
VAPOR BARRIER 5,42 8.4-0 '13,6Z
Vz.." 51-1EETKoc_1( 48,0-

. .

. ,

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 10

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) linair1,
I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. =MY -...

0.0I S/R - SO. FT.

60

A.2 (1'5" Blown Cellulose

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLEW PATHS AT: r 7

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-y Z-Z

JOISTS WSW_

EXISTING CEILING JOISTS 7.50((.-
LATH ANC, PLASTER 0.20 0.20

15 " Ot_OWN cEeLULOSE '36.00 60.00
VAPOR BARRIER -

N E-W 1/2'' 51-1E.TRoc...K o.45 0 ll1-5
AIR FILMS 1.22' 1.22

s

,
=

TOTAL R-VALUE . 45.37 61.87
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.022 0.016
FRAMING CORRECTION 0,125 0,8'75
TOT. U X FRAMING COR'. 0.0028 0.0141

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 121120,
72a17

1.22
COMPOSITE R-VALUE

EXISTING R-VALUE

fyALUE.A1511SED BY RETROFIT 57. 9 5.

-. RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

i 5 "13LowN CELLULOSE 4-1,1:7
VAPOR DARRIE-R 5,42 8,40. 13.82
' 2.." SHEG.TRocK 1 . s,

. .

. .
.

, .

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST - I .0

i TOTAL PRICE COST+ MARK-UP) I o.

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. .0

> 0:035- 'S/ O. FT.

63 .



C. 1 3'/ Fiberglass Batt

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X YY Z-Z

RAF'TER'S IN 5UL

EXISTING ROOF 1 AIR FILM'S 9.96 2.46
3I/V F It5E_RGL ASS GATT - 11.10
VAPOR BARRIER - _

NEW 1/2 5HEETROCK 0.45 0.4-5

. ,

TOTAL R-VALUE 10.41 14.01
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.09b O. qn
FRAVING CORRECTION , 0.0P3 0.917
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0080 0.0655
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0,0735
COMPOSITE R-VALUE /3. I
EXISTING R-VALUE .(02

_40=1R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MOTS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

3 1/2'. F I DERGL.A55 bAri mu 7.68 19,2.0
VAPOR DARRIER 5.42 8,40 13452
/24 SHEETROC,K 48.64

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 10 .

CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. ' =OWN
S 0.14S/R - .FT.

C.2 31/2" Fiberglass Batt, 3" Insulwal On
Interior

;ft! ty:Viirly:1:2F.17.7.: FT= T.F.i'.7.1.7fifirATITAT.s, rev: lig Ai 11.11.1.?:'21. a's A:
. all fil..nn LIONS^ Ion.M.aelmokn 1...10,10.1.1GAP 1"SW

1

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

RAFTERS I rsi 5 01-

EXISTit412o0F 'AIR FILMS 9.96 2.46
31/2:' FI 5E-Rcii-AS5 5ATT 11.10
3" I NSOI_WAL 22.67 22.67

.._

TOTAL RVALUE 32.63 3623
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.031 0.028
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.083 0.917
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. Q.0025 0.0253
COMPOSITE U-VALUE (2.0278
COMPOSITE R-VALUE i 7mas/10

,(02.EXISTING R-VALUE

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 33-35
RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

31/2.. FlpEFZ6LA55 13ATT 11.52 7.65 19.20
3" tr-45uLW/kL 105.GI 48.4:74 154.25

.
.

173.4c 1TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) MIME
I CONSTRUCTION CST PER SO. FT. \

I S/R SO. FT. 0.102- 10-

64
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3 Suspended Ceiling, 31/2", 51/2", And
71/2" 14yered Fiberglass Batts

IIIIIIIONIIKVISSINOWEIV. V4111114.0011/ WAN/EMI

I

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MATIS,IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

RAFTERS IN5ut.-

Exi51-0(../ ROOF C AIR FILMS 9.96 2246
3/ ,5" PLY WooP 60 55E.T5

2x 4 HANGING RAFTERS 4.38 -
3Yii. 5%1.4. 7/1"FIBERGLA55 B1/T5 0.53 5231

VAPOR BARRIER - _

NE.V/ 1/2" SHEETR0CK 0.45 0.45

TOTAL RVALUE 43.32 55,22
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.023 0.018
FRAMING CORRECTION O. oo 0937
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0015 0.0170

COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0185
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 4.05
EXISTING R-VALUE

R-VALUE AD6ED BY RETROFIT

,RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

3/8" PL-YW OOP GO s5ET5 1.8,2- 1.82

2%4 HAN61NG RAFTERS 13,44 15,44 24,88
31/2 FIBERGLASS BAIT 1 1.52 7.(0$ 19.20
5%2" F15E.RGLA55 GATT 020 8.3Z 27,52
71/2" FIDE RO L.A55 15ATT 26.24- 3.3Z '4.56

VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 15,82
VI " S 14E ET Roe-K 48,64

1

-4,

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST-

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK -UP) MUM.
I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. WORM

SO. FT. 0,01115-`SIR >

62
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R. I New R raming On Existing Roof,
31/2-, 51/2-, And 71/2" Layered
Fiberglass Batts

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R- VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

RAFTERS `5TUO3 PLATES IN 5UL

E. xl5TING ROoP JAR [Ike 9.96 2.46 2.46 2.46
2x4 CRIPPLE STUDS AT 24ac 12.50

2x4 PLATES AT 24 0.2. . 2.50 -
New 2x6 R RS AT 24 o.c 6,88 - -
VAPOR BARRIER -

3'/2" FIBERGLASS BATT 11.10 11.10 - 11.10

5Y2 77z" FIBERGLASS BATTS 41.21 51.70 41 2 1

2.4-6NEW ROOFING ROOF PECK 9.96 2.46 2.4-6
t is-ii ru.-m 1

.(/

TOTAL R-VALUE 68.01 28.52 50.22 57.23
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.015 0.035 0.020 0,017
FRAMING CORRECTION 9.063 0.0a2 0.063 0.872
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0009 0.0001 0.00 5 0,0152

COMPOSITE U-VALUE - o.0175
7r74 °-COMPOSITE Fr-VALUE

EXISTING R-VALUE 2 5$
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 54 56

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

VAPOR BARRIER 5:42 8.40 13.82

2x4 CRIPPLE. STUDS 3.04 3.36 .6.40
2x4 PLATES 8.96 7.89 16.85

2)4, RAFTERS 19.84- 19.20 39.04
3V2." FIBERGLASS BATT 11.52 7.498 19.20

51za FIDERGLASS BATT 19.20 8.321' 27..52

71/" FIBERGLASS 15ATT 26,24 8.32 34.56
NEW ROOF DECK 52,05 32.43 84.48
NEW ROOFING 38,06 an 51.78

A
1

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 293.65

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 367.6
CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. 04- 11

SO. FT. 0,105-ISin - ,
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F.1 31/2 Fiberglass Batt Between Floor F.2 91/2" Fiberglass Batt Between Floor
loists

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THAOUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW THS AT:

MATERIALS Jit
W-W X-X Y-Y

Jot 5T 5 INSUL
-2

AIR FILMS 1.84 1.84

1/4' HARDBOARD .

VAPOR BARRIER

4 E 1 ST. 14- )0DFLOOR 4 3A- FIN. FL

- -gx15T 2x 10 JOISTS AT 160,C.
'1/2" FIDERGLASS GATT

. O. IS 0.18

1.88 1.88

6.2C
11.10

TOTAL R-VALUE 10.15 15.00

TOTAL U-VALUE. 0.099 0.067
FRAMING CORRECTION o.b94 0.906
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0093 0.0604
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0697
COMPOSITE R-VALUE .- . 14.35
EXISTING R-VALUE .22mi

I 1. 43R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS.

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

31/2" FI0 ER61-A55 GATT 15.23 9:60 2483
VAPOR BARRIER. v 542 8.4o
1/4 HARDBOARD 6.40 12,16

1§4.62

18.56

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP)

5721 1

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. Fr.

I - SO. FT.

'Joists
s.

: 1 % 1 ** .........

atI

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THRdUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

JOISTS INSuL.
AIR FILMS. 1.84 1.84
'/4" HARDboARD 0.18 0.18

EXIST. Y4' 5l1iff.LOoRi Y4"FIKI FLR.. 1.88 1.88
E.)(15T. 2x10 JOISTS AT lb..O.C., 41.88

VAPOR BARRIE1z _

9y/ ApERGLAs5 GATT _ 30.12 '

.

TOTAL R-VALUE 15.78 34.02
,

,

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.063 3.029
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.04- 0.906
TOT. U'% FRAMING COR. 0.0060 0,0266

COMPOSITE 0-VALUE 0.0326
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 30.67r=

.m. -117; ri.

r
(EXISTING R-VALUE , .
R-VAL5E ADDED BY RETROFIT \.

.

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS
..MATERIALIONT MAT'LS

COST
LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST'

914"FIDERGLA55 BATT 311,28 11.52 43.80
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 .13.82
1/4 "HARDBOARD 6.40 12.16'

1

18.56

.

.

.

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 7f6.18

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) iiiMPNE
I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. CINE:1
I S/R SO. FT:' ao54- >r
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F.3 2" Polystyrene/Stripit On Top Of
Floor

. . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .
II

Iii11111111'I II'' 11111111 h III

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MATLS N
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT: -

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y -Z

JOIST'S iN501.- AILCR5

AIR FILMS 1.84- 1.84 1.84

NEW 1)/4''PLYWOOP 5uaFt_o0R 0.94 0.94 0.94
VAPOR BARRIER

2 POLYSTYRENE 5TRIPIT 6.00 8,00 6.00
EXIST. VSUeFLooR 5/4.'TN.FLR, 1.88 1.88 1.88

EXIST 2x10 JOISTS AT ieo.c 1.88

NA 1 1... E.F25 .0.63 0,63

. ,._

JP
TOTAL R-VALUE 13.17 12,6 6-1 0,66

0.094TOTAL' U-VALUE o.076 0,079
FRAMING CORREC ON 0.094 0.812 0.094
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0071 0.0641 0.0088

COMPOSITE U-VALUE -' 0,0800
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 12.50

EXISTING R-VALUE MISSEIN
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MkTERIALS LIST
MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2 POLY5TY'REN 5TRIPIT 21.76 12.16 33.92
VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.4o 15.82

NEW WAY OD 5L16FL00R 41,56 12.80 47.56

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 95.10

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 111111,_MI

I CONSTR CTION COST PER SO. FT.

ro., 94 1S/R - 3. FT. -s-

64

F141 4" Polystyrene/Stripit On Top Of.
Floor

Y Z.

Al

--c

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THRQUGH MAILS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y Z-Z

doilT5 'NSW. NAILGR5

AIR FILMS 1.84 1.84 1.84
New V.4.-PLYWOof, 51.5FlooR 0.94- 0.94 0.94

VAPOR BARRIER
4- POLY5TYRENE 5-TRIPIT 12.00 16.00 12.00

E-Xr5T,1/4'5uDFLOOR3/4 -FIN.FLR. I. 1.88 1.88

EXI5i ZX 10 JOISTS AT 1so.c 1.88 _ _

NAILER5 0.63 0,63

TOTAL R-VALUE4 1111% 19.17 20.66 17.29
TOTAL U-VALUE 0.052 0.046 0.058
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.094 0.812 0.094 -
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0049 0.0393 0.0054,
COMPOSITE U-VALUE 0.0496
COMPOSITE RVALUE 0.16
EXISTING R-VALUE 2,92. _

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 17.24 1
RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST -MATIS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

4" PoLY5TYRENE 5iR IP II 43.52 24.32 67.84
VAPOR BARRIER 542 8.4-0 15.82

NEW 1/4"PLYwoOD 5UDFLcOR 34.56 12,80 47.36

. ,

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 129.02

TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) linnall
I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. 2.52.

S/R SO. FT. 0.146-I
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F.5 Sleepers On Top Of Floor, 31/2"
Fiberglass Batt, New Subfloor

COMPOSITE .

R-VALUES
THROUGH -MAILS IN

HEA LOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W X-X Y-Y 2-2

SLEEPERS IN 1.... JoI515

AIR FILMS I.84- 1..4 1.84-

NEW 3/4QPL\w000 <7oe.n.ci0R o.94 0.94 0.94
VAPOR BARRIER - - -

2x4 SLEEPERS AT IlDO.C. 4.8.
\...

31/2" FIBERGLASS BATT - 11,10 11.10
Ex15T Y.t.50FLOOR.4.1/4-Fim FM I 88 1.88 1.88

EXIST 2x1b JOISTS AT 14-0.c, - - 1.88

TOTAL FIVAL 9.04. 15.76, 17.64
TOTAL U-VA L,UE i 0.111 0.0.63 0,057
FRAMING CORRECTION 0.094 0.812 0.094
TOT. U X RAMING COR. 0.0104 0.0515 0.0053
COMPOSIT u-VALUE 0.0672
COMPOSITE R-VALUE . 14-.88
EXISTING R-VALUE a
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2 X 4 SLEEPERS 1'344 1-. 1I.20 24-.(04

VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 ... 13.82.

NEW. 1/4 FLYW000 SUBFLooR 36.80 12.16 48.96-
31/2' FIBERGLASS BATT 12.80 7.68 20.48

,., .

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 107.4

I TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP)
.

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. : g.II 1

SIR SO. FT., "I- 0,176-I

B. I 71/2" Fiberglass Batt Inside Rirtl Joist
Perimeter. 2" Blue Polystyrene
Blo ing Between loists

4

COMPOSITE ,
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAILS IN,
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W )(-X `Y-Y ti Z-2

JOISTS NC-Twos/4
.y_oxl VI Fbalgtikt to A

WALL.
_

2' POLYSTYRENE. BLocKINC, , - io.op -
VAPOR BARRIER ,*-

7y1" FIBERGLASS BATT 23.78 23.78 . -

EXIST, 2)(10 Jo15T5 AT I"0,-C-. 10.00 ,

E..X15TIN61/4SHE.A111:**5tost4G 1.75 75
2x to RIM JOIST Z.50

,..
. E.50 _

8 CONCRETE - .

- -0.88' -

AIR FILMS 0.93 0.93 0.93

. .

TOTAL R-VALUE . 16.18 38.96 25 59 .

TOTAL U-VALUE 0.066 0.026 0.039
fRAMING CORRECTION 0.041 0.291 0.667
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.0028 0.0075 0,0261

COMPOSITE LI-VALUE 0.0364
COMPOSITE RVALUE IMMO!

1111MinEXISTING R-VALUE

'RVALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT MAIM
RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COS .

MATERIALS LIST MAILS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

2 "Pot.YstrkEse. dK1144 3 . 5 b 2.18 5.74
74"Fieegc,LAss BATT 17,62 , 5,34 22.96
7Y2" F. G. BATT DenyEEN JOISTS 2.35 1.44 3.79
VAPOR DARR1EA 1,34, 6,30 ,-7,66
CAULKING 3,12 4.80 7:92i

- ,

.

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 6.67
1 TOTil.. PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) '\%* MEI
I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. ' MUM

__

SIR SO. FT. '0.037- .[
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.11

P.1 2" Blue Polystyrene Extended 8ft.
Down (Footings Assumed At 6 Ft.
Below Grade)

COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

FtVALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
W-W 4AX Y-Y Z-Z

- ro.440Ando
WALL.

AIR FILMS 0.93
VAPOR BARRIER - .

----,
2" PoLs1-5TVENE 10,0o

1/2 SHEATHING
_.

0.11

8" coNc-RE-I"E 0.88

, .

.

4k

TOTAL R-VALUE

.

11.92
\0.539TSITALIJ-VALUE

FRAMING CORRECTION 1.00
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. ' o 839

COMPOSITE UVALUE o.839
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 11.92

EXISTING R:VALUE 7g7".
R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 10.11

RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS..
MATERIALS LIST

MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

AL
C ST .,.

F..-XCA.VATION ?Avg. ten L ,14 eer
NisND, 'ix W1114 OAC1040E1

48,00 8,Cf.)

VAPOR BARRIER 5.42 8.40 9,82
5'2.16
32.167

2," PPL,Y5TYRKNE 4-4.6o 12,16

Yz" SHEATHING 23.52 8104 ,.

FILL_ 7.76 _7.76
.

.
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST . .. 18390

[ TOTAL' PRICE (COST + MARK-UP) .Y-

1 ,CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO. FT. .
i/R 0.555- SO. FT. -[

f6

P.2 ire Polystyrene Extended 8 Ft.
Down (Footings Assumed At .6 FtI
Below Grade)

-V 1"
COMPOSITE -
R-VALUES ' ,

R-vALuESTHROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

cr..MATERIALS
.

W-W XX Y-Y Z-Z
1.3UNOATiON

WALL

AIR FILMS 0.93
VAPOR BARRIER

4" POLYSTYRENE 20.00
1/2./1 5H EAT'14114G 0.11

Ei` CONCRETE 0.88

, # . .
.

, -;--

.

.

.

TOTAL R-VALUE 21.92 ,

TOTAL UVALUE OD 456
FRAMING CORRECTION 1.00

TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0,045(0 3

COMPOSITE U-VALUE
.

.;,t oo456
COMPOSITE R-VALUE 21.92
EXISTING- R-VALUE 1.81

R-VALUE ADDED BY RETROFIT 20,11

'RETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST 1
MAILS
COST , .

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

C (tVyAz Teak/ &sic(),11 A 2...e
, , 4.8 .09 48.00

:It F'oR 13ARER ,5.42. . 8.40 13.82

POLYSTYRENE 80.00 24.32 104.3,
1/1". SHEATHING 25.52 8.64 432.16

)4..KFIC.L S7.76 37,76
>

,
.

.

,

-
. ....

.. ..
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST , 296.06

1 TOTAL PRICE (COST+ MARK-UP) 295.08

I CONSTRUCTION COST PER SO: FT. b1

SC1. FT. . 0.229IVI - o-
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P.3 4",,Blue Polystyrene With 2 Ft. Skirt
At 2 Ft. Dowti (2Ft. Of Concrete
Assumed Above Grade)

1111111111111111111111111111

MhthUlMgiaiNi 4:4

(COMPOSITE
R-VALUES

R-VALUES THROUGH MAT'LS IN
HEAT FLOW PATHS AT:

MATERIALS
. , W-W X-X 1111 Z-Z

ff 0000 ION
WALL

AIR FIL_M5 0.93
VAPoR. FARRIER

4" poLy5TygENE 2000
qz SHEATHING 0.11

8" CONCRETE 0.8S ,!

.

<,

TOTAL R-VALUE 21.92
TOTAL U-VALUE _ 0.0456
FRAMING CORRECTION 1.00
TOT. U X FRAMING COR. 0.045b
COMPOSITE U-VALUE . - 0:0456
COMPOSITE RVALUE

ImwmENI
21 92

EXISTING R-VALUE 1.81

R-VALUUDDED.BY RETROFIT 20. II

lIETROFIT CONSTRUCTION COSTS

MATERIALS LIST MAT'LS
COST

LABOR
COST

TOTAL
COST

EXCAVATION (AvE. So IL;eir HAN()) 46.22 46.22
VAPOR DA RRIE,R. 2.71 4.20 6.91
4" POLYSTYReNE. 60.0o 18.24 ,: 78.24
1/2n SHEATHI1+16 23.52 8.614 32.16
DACKFILL 12.98 12.98

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST 'N' 17b.1

TOTAL PRICE (COST + MARK-UP) ... Z 0. 4
CONSTRUpi1ON COST PER SQ. FT. WUXI

SQ. FT. 0.171 1SIR 4-- >F

L

)

Notes pertaining to data tables.

E.F.1 - 7 and I.F.1 11;
R-value for existing 2x4 studs assumes full.
2"x4": dimension.

F. I :

R-value for 2.x1-0 floor joist assumes heat loss
at sides of Joist past the 31/2" fiberglass batt,
thus reducing its full-depth R-value.

F.2:
R-value for 2x10 floor joist assumed at full-
depth R-value.

F.3 - 5:
R- -value for 2x10 floor joist assumes joist acting
as a conductive fin, resulting in an R-value of
1.88 only.

B. I :

Crawlspace depth is assumed to 24 inches.
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Solar/Conservation Retrofits

Wayne Holcomb
Alto, GA
IX W Contract No.
DE-FG44--81R410505
ATMIS ID: CA- 81 -006
A volunteer firehouse was insulated
and weatherized to take advantage of
passive solar gain. Sunlight entering
the southern and clerestory windows is
absorbed by the firetruck water tanks,
the concrete slab floor, and a concrete
block interior wall. A destratification
area fan pushes warm air from the
clerestory area down eurd around the
firetruck water tanks..

Douglas fluff
Cumming. GA
DOE Contract No.
1.)E-FG44 -81R410450
ATMIS II): GA-81-005
The grantee attempted to reduce beat-
ing and cooling bills for a commercial

4) building by adding insulation, using
storm windows, extending "overhang
eaves, using attached solar green-
house, enclosing a porch to act as an
:;alock, using attic and ceiling fans,
pulling air through a cellar for prmool-
ing in the summer, and adding grape
arbors. Sumner temperatures are
reported . to be lower by 10 degrees F.
Winter gas consumption is reportedly
reduced.

Catherine Wickerman
Springfield, II.
DOE Contract No. a
DE-EC:02 -.110R510216
ATMIS II): II-80-009
A beach house was insulated, weather-
ized, and retrofitted with a south-facing
trombe wall. Rolling metal doors on a
timer cover the trombe wall at night to
protect the glazing from vandalism'and
provide additional insulation.

ti 8
t"e

0

Tim Hansen
Wichita, KS
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG47-80R701145
ATMIS II): Ks----B0 -oo2
The grantile conducted a study for a
housing prqject to examine the correla-
tion between building orientation and
the effectiveness of conservation activ-
ities to electrical consumption. The re-
sults make a strong case for residential
conservation measures. It was Also
found that the southwest- and west-
facing units consumed the least
amount of electricity.

John Hanson
Jefferson, MD
DOE Contract No.
1)E-FG43-80R302405
ATMIS ID: MD-80-002
The grantee used quadruple glazing for
a vertical wall passive solar retrofit.
Twe tempered panes And two layers of
3M polyester high solar transmittance
film were used to increase heat reten-
tion for a 6,000 square foot historic
mill. Pryblems were encountered and
reportedly overcome when thermal ex-
pansion 'caused two glass panels to
contact with cap strip screws, The in-
itial system checkout by the grantee
indicates that the goal of meeting 80
percent of total building heating needs
may be achieved by the system.

Jay Johnson
Excelsior, MN
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG02-79R510130
ATM'S II): MN-79-001
The grantee evaluated winter resorts
in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan
and calculated energy needs for each
cabin type. Recommendations were
made to first weatherize and then
utilize solar energy wherever possible.
Estimated energy. load reddction is
given for each energy conservation and
passive solar strategy.

,f

Brad Hokanson
Minneapolis, MN
IX)E Contract No.
DE-FG02---80R510235. 1:-

ATMIS ID: MN-80 -002
Thl grantee produced a general over-
viedv of conservation and solar strate-
gies in Minnesota. The various ap-
proaces were applied to three types
of pre-1956 single-family detached
houAls. Three levels of improvements
are ranked in sets frlin minimal to
optimal.

Oswald Williamson
Butte, MT
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG48-79R800443
ATMIS ID: MT-79-003
The grantee hired a contractor ni
retrofit the Indian Alcoholism Center

House. The building interior
lArhs insulated and weatherized and
then retrofitted with 538 square feet of
triple glazing on the south brick wall.
The contractor reportedly indicated
that a superinsulation retrofit would
have been more cost effective.

George Suckarieh
Cincinnati, OH
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG02-81R510320
ATM IS ID: OH-81-003

ti
The grantee performed a feasibility
study for glazing masonry' walls (i.e.,
trombe wall) in economically de-
pressed sections of cities. A cost-per-
square-foot estimate for the glazing
was $5. Using a microcomputer and
varying parameters (air infiltration, in-
sulation, and costs of glazing and
energy), an optimum was determined
for a case study building. Using the
Solar Load Ratio method for evaluating
passive solar heating, the calculated
energy savings on a building in Cincin-
nati was 21 Btu/hour/square foot of
glazing (a solaK heating fraction of 24
percent).



Mark Palmer .

Eugene, OR
DOE Contract No.

FG 51 --80R(XX)545
ATMIS ID: OR 80- 018
The grantee designed guidelineh for
solar and conservation retrofitting of
existing housing in the Oregon climate.
An existing boarding house was re-
vamped as an experimental site. The
testing included altering the, mass-lo-.
glazing ratio, performance' -measure-
ments of an insulating, operable
dow curtain and the use of infrared
photography to check for infiltration.

Joseph Carter cr
Emmaus. P
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG43-80R3024111
ATM IS II): PA -80- -020
A 90 -year told brick residence was ret-
rofitted with two trombe walls (377
square toot), asensonally glazed porch
(1(X) square feet), and a groan Ouse
(110 square feet). Conservation. ens-
ures (insulation, weatherstripping, etc.)
prior to the grant reduced the space
heating load from £3.4 to 10.4 Btu/
square foot/degree )lay. The solar ret-
rofit is reported to (h(rve reduced the
space heating load 6: 6.9 Btu/square
fool/degree day.

Phillip Vinall
Philadelphia, PA
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG4:1-801002430
ATMIS ID: PA-80-014
The grantee retrofitted an unfinished
rowhouse for energy conservation with
an attached solar greenhouse, interior
mass storage, whole house fan, wall
and ceiling design features, and exte-
rior and interior insulation.

Ray Shull
Langhorne, PA ^

f-X)E Contract No.
DE-FG43-81R308094
ATMIS ID: PA-81-003
The Peace Valley aturti Center was
insulated, weathe and retrofitted
with a passive so r greenhouse. An
addition was added to the- original
building, doubling lite size of the struc-
ture. No performance data is available,
but since the foundation, walls and
ceiling wore insulated and the green-
house was added, the heating load was
decreased enough to eliminate the oil
furnace. The furnace was replaced
with a wood stove for backup heat.

Me.

a

lames Thibualt
Glendale, RI.
DOE Contract No.
DE- I:G4 -80 R 110397
ATMIS II): RI-80-007
The grantee hired a contractor to ret-
rofit the south wall of a church/com-
munity hall. The entire south wall was
glazed with KalWall.at a cost of $4000;,
an additional $1600 was spent on insu-
lating the exterior of the throe remain-
ing walls with Thermax rigid insula-
tion. No performance data has been
gathered and the trombe wall has not
needed venting even in tho summer ac-
cording to the grantee.

W. Roy- Floc!'
Connell, WA
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG51-81R001247
ATMIS ID: WA-81-013
The grantee used 480 square feet of
glazing and enclosure materials to
cover a stagnation trombe wall.

Don Higgins
Spokane, WA
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG51-81R001249
ATMIS ID: WA-81-015
The WeSt Central Community Center
financed and helped five low-income
residents install five vertical wall solar
collectors, which when combined with
weatherization, we e expected to
result in a 30 pe nt reduction in
home energy con imption. The ver-
tical, straight line airflow collectors
with heat fins and back pass panels
were developed by a local manufac-
tifrer. At the time of the final report,
two houses were being retrofitted.

Thomas Brown
Stevens Point, WI
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG02--80R510252
ATMIS ID: WI-80-006
Members of a cerfir Wiscorignsco-op
retrofitted a trombe wall solar colle13-
toron a 12-foot by 36-fhOt section of old
masonry wall. Two layers of glazing
made from fiberglass-tetnforced poly-
ester were assembled by voliinteers
and installed at a reported cost of $5
per, square foot. Based on projected
fuel savings of $169 per year, plus a 10
percent per year fuel cost escalation,
the co-op estimates an 8-year payback
on their investment. Modifications to
increase efficiency are on-going. The
co-op also has. prepared a " ow-to"
booklet on tro ation.

7 2

Jonathan Averill
Sandstone, WV
DOE Contract No.
1)E-FG43-80R302448
ATM IS WVA8)--003

The grantee constructed a passive
trombe wall on the south wall of the
Croon Sulphur Fire HMI_ The rest of
th building was insulated and weath-
(wiz as e

ew Passive Solar/
Superinsulation

Ross and Carolyn Duffy
Topeka, KS
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG47-79R701014
ATMIS II): KS-79-005
The report described an earth-bereed,
high maps (concrete) house with difect
solar gain, trombe wall and R-50 insii-
laled ceilings Wood is used as a back-
up source of heat.

Edward Allen
Ralston, NE
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG47-79$701038
ATMIS ID: NE-79-001
The grantee proposed a Iew energy-
conserving method of house construc-
tion using walls on the inside and out-
side of a pole frame, which created a
cavity of 8 to 10 inches. The cavity was
then filled with blown cellulose insula-
tion. The design wait intended to cut
heat loss by one-half, compared to con-
ventional construction. A wood stove
provided auxiliary heat as do the
south-facing passive solar windows.

Republic Kiwanis Club
Republic, WA
DOE Contract No.
DE-FG51-81R001250 -

ATMIS ID: WA-81-016
The ',Republic, WA Kiwanis Club cow.

'striicted a 600-square-foot passive
itolorcommunity center. The Trapezoid
structure employs earth:berming on
the north, side, superinsulation (R-20
foam sheets on the exterior walls,
R-40 cellulose blown between 2 x 12
ratters), air-tokair heat exchangers, an
insulated slab flooVand an active solar
hot water system. Reportedly, 83 per-
cent Of the center's' hosting require-
ments...will be supplied with solar
energy despite only 25 percent possible
sunshine.
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lames Ilnderwood
Cherry Grove, WV

Contract No.
FG4:1-81R308108

ATMIS II). WV-8I 004
The grantee developed a loW-cost de-
sign for a 900-square foot house with
lightweight encrete walls (cement
mixed with porlite) and truss beam
rafters insulated with 12 inches of
fiberglass. thJ_ grantee designed the
house to accommodate an exterior
retrofit if necessary. The exterior walls
could be easily sheathed with Thermax
rigid insulation and finished. The house
as designed remains cool in the sum-
mer and warm in the Mater according
to the grantee.
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Qther Retrofits

W. Robert Lowslliter
St. Petersburg,
DOE Contract No.
DE- F( :44- 808410202
ATMIS ID: F1.-80-i-019
A residence wa§ remodeled, superinsu-
lined and coupled to the ground by
aluminum rods for the purpose of heat
transfer. Theshell was insulated with
four inches of exterior urethane.
Aluminum rods were driven into the
ground (10 feet) and the extended ends
imbedded" in a new masonry wall.
VAIbrgy. use was significantly reduced,
although no comparisons were made

gross estimates.

41.
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Air-to-Air limit Exchangers, William
Shun: liff, Brick House Publishing Co.,
Andover, MA, 1982.

An essential element in the airtight,
superinsulated house is the air-to-air
heat exchanger. This book explains the
fundamentals of how these heat ex-
changers work and describes the par-
ticular differences in the various prod-
ucts available.

Air-Vepor Barriers, David Eyre and
David Jennings. Saskatohewan Re-
search Council, Saskatoon; Saskat-
chewan, 19151.

This is the best source on air-vapor
barrier details. While the book is-
limited in its discussion of now con-
struction. it provides an understanding
of the importance and functionings of
air-vapor barriers in superinsulated
construction that is essential to retro-
fits as well. Well-diagrammed, many of
the teliiniques are easily adaptable to
retrofits.

A. Double Wall Retrofit Project, I.R.
Warkentin, published by the author,
Winnepeg, Manitoba, 1982.

This is an excellent case study of an
exterior retrofit, explaining the retrofit
process in great detail. Available for
$3.95 by writing to Box 50, Group 32,
RR Ili, Winnopeg, Manitoba, R3C 4A3.

kmergy Conservation Guidelines, Vol. II
Travis Price III, Insti-

tute of efinilding Sciences, Carnegie-
Mellon Ilniversity. Pittsburg, PA. 1981.

Th4 hook, the second volume of a
three volume set, (Vol. I-New Construc-
t Mil; Vol. III-Effeo. of Occupant Be-
havior on Energy Use in an Inner City
Neighborhood) presents the results of a
comprehensive plan for making an en-
tire neighborhood more energy- effi-
cient. The conservation retrofit is
found to be by far the most cost-
effective approach. The book gives'
detailtid advice on how to perform an
energy conservation rettofit, especially
in neighborhoods with special historic
and architectural characteristics.

"Energy Conservation and Solar
Energy for Historic Buildings: Guide-
lines for Appropriate Designs,"
Thomas Vonier, National Center for
Architecture and Urbanism, Washing-
ton, LX,, 1981.

This brochure offers, guidelines for
the application of consorvalon and
solar retrofits toldstoric buildings from
the Secretary of Interior Standards for
Rehabilitation.

Heat Saving Home Ingulation, Solar
Age Magazine, SolarVision Publica-
tions, Ilarrisville,.PA, 1982.

This book takes the approach of de-
scribing materials and equipment, and
how to apply them. It deals with walls,
windows, doors,and air4o-air heat ex-
changers. 11 contains a good listing of

,suppliiiirs and manufacturers end pro-
vides a mix of new and retrofit inside-
tido techniques.

Home Retrofittink for Energy Savings,
Paul A. Knight, Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co., New York, 1983.

A great how-to manual for retrofits.
Although it does-not describe projects
as major as superinsulation retrofit, it
does describe retrofit work in enough
detail to aid someone doing a superin-
sulated retrofit, The book has Many
good illustrations and even covers safe-
ty. Chapters include window retrofits,
door retrofits, insulation retrofits (this
chapter thoroughly describes furring
out interior walls, adding rigid insula-
tion to exterior walls, and other items
that are part of a major thermal
ret rofill.

"Larsen Truss Information Package,"
John. Hughes, Passive Solar Designs,
Ltd. #204, 10830 107fh Ave., Edmon-
ton, Alberta, T5Hi.)X3.

This pepokage contains complete con-
struction details and specificatimis for
making-your own Larsen trusses. It in-

'chides such items as corner details and
installation procedures. Available for
$15.

Life Cycte Costing for Dbsign Profes-
sionals. 1phoiise Dell'Isola and
Stephen Kirk, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
New York, 1981.

There are many looks ot}the market
desribing how to calculate life cycle
cost analyses. This btlok describes how
to corisider all the significant costs of
ownership over the economic life of a
particular building project.

Remodeler's Handbook, Benjamin
Williams, ed., Craftsman Book Co., So-
lana Beach, CA, 1981.

This book states that the energy con-
servation retrofit of a house should
ideally occur in conjunction with the
overall rehabilitation of the building. It
describes many techniques not usually
found in new construction. This is one
of the best books available on the
subject.

-
Renewable Enemy News, P.O. Box
4869, Station E, Ottawa, Ontario, KIS
5114.

Originally !Ailed to Canadian news,
Renewable Energy News now covers
developments throughout North Amer-
ica. It is one of the best renewable
energy journals available and is par-
ticularly strong in areas of energy-
efficient residential constriktion, with
timely- articles on projects, products,
and leslinispes.

Si.ified Energy Design Economics,
Hard E. Marshall and Rosalie T.

-Ruggs, Principles of Economics Ap-
plied to Energy Conservation and Solar
Energy Investments in Buildings.
Center for Building Technology, Na-
tional Bureau' of Standards, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce,.1980.

This is one of the clearest handbooks
available for computing the economic
benefits of energy saving investments.
It describes five economic analysis
tools: Life-cycle costs, net benefits or
savings, savings to investment ratio, in-
ternal rate of return and discounted,.
payback. This is a handy tool because
it is specifically aimed at energy in-
vestments in buildings. Available from
U.S. Government Printing Office. Stock
No. 00303-02155-3, $3.50.

Superinriated Houses and Double
Envelope Houses, William Shurcliff,
Brick House Publishing Co., Andover,
MA, 1981.

This book, which describes and com-
pares superinsulated and double enve-
lope construction, is probably the best
available general introduction' to
superinsulation. Shurcliff concludes
that superinsulation is the better of the
two techniques compared.
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The Old House Journal Monthly, 69A
Seventh Ave, Brooklyn, NY_

This is a monthly magazine that con-
tains many kisoful and technical ideas
on properly rehabilitating old houses.
One of the major issues it coversuis inte-
grating energy conservation with arch-
itectural 'preservation. Available for
$1(i a year

The Secretary of Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation," National Park
Service, Technical Preservation Serv-
ices, Washington, DC, revised 1980.

Theme are the standards a rehabilita-
tion must meet if a developer wants to
take advantage of the 25 percent tax
credit for rehabilitating historic
buildings. The standards and accompa-
nying guidelines are established to-pro-.
loci the most significant elements of a
building's historic and architectural
character while allowing the designer
to make modifications in the building
so it will be useful in today's economy.

-re
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The Superinsuldted Retrofit Book,
Brian Marshall and 'Robert Argue, Re-
newable Energy in Catulda, Toronto,
Ontario, 1981.

This is the most complete, commer-
cially available book on the superinsu-
lated retrofit. It contains an excellent
introductron to the concept and is well-
illustrated. It is written for the Owner/
builder. It provides a good overview of
the construction sequence.

"The iru uped-Off.. House,,' Larry
Pahniter and Barbara Miller in Solariz-
ing Your Present Home, Joe Carter, ed.,
Rodale Press, Emmaus, PA, 1981.

Although the Jest of this book is
about solar retrofit, this one chapter is
perhaps the best rrece available on us-
ing conservation measures to make a
home more energy. efficient. It offers
an excellent and easy-to-understand
melfm otogy for calculating the cOSI of-
fs c oss of various conservation

es.
4
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LEARN
FROM

l_PERIENCE
4 4
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From 1978 to 1982 the U.S.
Qepartment of Energy provided
about 2,200 grants to a cross-section,
of Americans with good ideas for
saving energy. Their proiects,reveal
how a broad range of appropriite
technologies actually work from
the farm to the, country's largest

.

...Their -experiences ..have been ex-
amined and presented in a cries of
thirteen informative publications.
Your State energy offices have a
limited number of these publications
available without charge. Addi-
tional copies- are _on sale at U.S.
Government Print-ing Off ice
Bo'okstres near you.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
AT WORK: Outstanding Projects
Funded by the U.S. Department of
Energy Appropriate Technology
Small Grants Program
(1978-1981).
HighliAlits twenty of the many stteces.s stories
that are found in the DOE grants program
(;Ptp 061-000-00606 7

WASTES TO RESOURCES:
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGIES
FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT.AND
CONVERSION
Presents background information on conven-
tional ai7i alterstifiive sewage treatment in the
United States and the key 1551105 facing
nwpticaral sewage managers:
GPO (161-000-00611 7

r

DRYING WOOD WITH THE SON:
HOW TO BUILD A SOLAR-
HEATED FIREWOOD DRYEJ
slints the over 14 million fire users Irt
A //101( a )10111 )0 huff( ari a Jfic ielif. 10w-(ost
firewood dr yet rind con fa 111 S sugngestions for
more efficient burning-07 the itry.wood-
CI)) Otst 000 Oiks 13 3

MOISTURE AND HOME ENERGY
CONSERVATION
1-0(-1,.ws on detecting moisture problems Ill
the )10/le and how to correct them ambit,
hides a training supplement on )10111 )0 (On

duct a moisture audit in a home
CPO 061 000 00615,0

PHOTOVOL S IN THE
PACIFIC IS,LAN S: AN -

INTRODUCTION TO
SYSTEMS
Helps teachers. adult 1,1111(-11)(// 5. and corn
mutiny leaders in the Pai-dic Islantis ecplam
the-basic pints of n PV system
CPO 06 3 000- 006 16 -8

USING THE EARTH TO HEAT
AND COOL HOMES
Provides a guide to using the earth as a readi-
ly available. low -cost resoureti for space
heating and cooling with a focus on istalla-
tion! economics, reliability and performance
of systems utilizing haw -grade geothermal
energy and earth-tempered air systems.
GPO Mr 000-00520-6

INTRODUCING SPPLEMENTAL
`COMBUST(ON AIR TO GAS-.
FIRED HOME APPLIANCES

ours consumers and buildig trades people
ow to itcrease heating system efficiency by

1 mg outshie or supplemental combustion air
anti also includes a set of basic how-to in-
structions to allow tonsumers to build
necessary ducts and vents. Code and safety
implications of these actions are thoroughly'
addressed.
(WO 061 000 00621 4

SOLAR GREENHOUSES AND
SUNSPACES: LESSONS
LEARNED
1'011151'5 1' Wet 101/1'5 of 'Mildred% of

i(DOE x s who designed and Inklt
greenhouses. and el amines
greenhouse comporrits .irichking framing
glazing storage ventilation and

harusnis
(XX) ()0{(22 2

HEAT RECOVERY VENTILA-
TION FOR H ING:
AIR HEAT E H NGERS

aches ;now, . Irsudding trades peo-
ple arid design". how to size. ventilation
systems for.,xnergyi'fficient housing Major
0/111)111515 15 Ha( ed on the air to air heat el
changer
ia,t) ofil (XX) (10(( r.s1

MAJOR ENERGY CONSERVA-
TION RETROFITS: A PLANNING
tUIDE FOR NORTHERN
CLIMATES
(. o/Skil/IS State of-the 1// a tegies for the
builder, archrie( t skit ed homeowner in
Ire( Ailing the-most (-05f-effective In ocedures
for insulating roofs and u)alls This decision
making ttttt nual_Atilows users in northern
(haunt's to tieterailhe the most ost -elle( tow
means for increasing the thermal efficiency of
their specific building nvelope!
GPO MI 0(M) (XX(1S 4

HOME MADE ELICTRICITY: AN
INTRODUCTION SMALL-
SCALE WIND, HYDRO, AND
PHOTOVOLTAICS
Introduces the 'use of wind. water. and the
sun as electricity producers and. based on the

pericties of grantees, helps the reader
ak e a realistic appraisal of these systems

(, lx,I ii00.00610

-WINDOW INSULATION: HOW
TO SORT-TRROUGH THE
QPTIONS,
Focuses, on the majOr decision and problem
areas with the-fichnology including choosing
the right %for the window, how to.'
choose a wail-able installation methoii, and
how to size up your window-insulation needs
given climate, cost, and home orientation.
eiro oci (X)Q 0067

AN INTRODUCTION TO
B1OGAS PRODUCTION ON THE
FARIA
Introduces fann-size biogas production and
includes a brief discussion on how to evaluate
the biogas production potential of a specific
ranch or farm.
(WO 061 (XX) (X)613 It


